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THE ULTIMATE IN MU1118AND VERTICALS,
The R700 is a half wave vertical which features
10 - 40 meters including WARC bands
expandable to 80m. Slim profile, ruggedly
construded baps, no ground radials required
make it the ideal choice for small gardens.
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HF Multi-Band Beams

10, 12, 15, 17, 20, 30, 40 meter L369.95

80ns odd on kit for 117000
RIO
AIM SA ...kodiol kit for vertical antennas

1129.95
£54.95

VHF Verticals
£39.95
2mtr RINGO 1.2m long 3.75 alb
2mtr RINGO RANGER 2.8m 5.5 db
2mtr RINGO RANGER 114.3m 7 db .159.95
159.95
6mtr RINGO 3.1m 3.75 db
6mfr RINGO RANGER 7.3m 5.5 db 1199.95
postage and packing £5 an each item

• NEW Euro Design YAGIS
A new range designed espedany for Wm European marker

10, 15, 20 mtr 7 element Yogi .1499.95 •
47
10, 15, 20 mtr 9 element Yogi .1749.95 •
(9
10, 15, 20 mil- 3 element Yogi .1389.95
135
10, 15, 20 mfr 4 element Yagi .1469.95
145
1299.95
12, 17, mfr 3 element Yogi
13W5
1129.95
30,
40, mfr kit for A3S
1743
£129.95
30, 40, rntr kit for MS
1.744
1119.95
30 mtr kit for A3 WS
1103
.L639.95 •
1511. 2010 Skylog ....13.5 - 32MHz
pip £10 en each item • £12 pip on each item

HF Mono Band Beams
10 mtr 3 element beam. £139.95 •
TEN-3
10 mfr 4 element beam...1289.915 •
104CD
15 mtr 4 element beam...1289.99
134CD
20 mtr 3 element beam...L359.95
203CD
postage and packing £10 'CI or TEN - 3 & 104CD

HF Rotary Dipoles
D3W
D4
D40

l

57000

AR2
ARX2..
ARX28
AR6
ARX6

£189.95
12, 17, 30 mtr Dipole
10, 15, 20, 40 nit Dipole ....1259.95
1229.95
40 rntr rotary Dipole
postage and packing Mt en each item

VHF/UHF Beaus
2mtr 13 element Yogi 15.8 dbd
1362N
2mtr
17
element Yogi 18 dbd
1782
A144105N ...2mtr 10 element Yogi 13.2 dbd
2mtr 20 ele. crossed 11.1 dbd
A148.207
70cm 19 element Yogi 15.5 dbd
7191
70cm 29 element Yogi 17.8 dbd
7299..
postage and packing CS on each item
A27065
A27105

22X11
738X11

ido

NEW PRODUCTS IN 1998 from Linear Amp UK
RANGER 811H

CUSHCRiNFT

NEW

Field Head, Leconfield Road, Leconfield
Beverley, East Yorkshire NW 7 7LU
Telephone 01964 550921
Fax 01964 550921

1129.95
£199.95
185.95

£105.95
£109.95
£189.95

Duel Band Yogis
£59.95
2m/70cm 3+3 element 7.8 dbd
£79.95
2m/70cm 5+5 element 10 dbd
packing
CS
en
each
item
postage and
Satellite Antennas
2mir 22 el. OSCAR Yogi 14 dbdc.....£229.95
70cm 38 el. OSCAR Yogi 15.5 dbdc .1209.95

22X11 & 738X8 feature circular polarisation switching feature
pstg.' and paddng CI on oath None

6 Motet Actium..
6mtr 3 element Yogi 8 dbd
6mtr 5 element Yagi 10.5 dbd
6mtr 6 element Yogi 11.6 dbd

A5035
A5055
A5065

£89. 95
1149.95
1249.95

postage and packing £5 en each item

• Check out our Website: http://www.nevado.co.uk
• email us on: inkenevada.co.uk
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HUNTER SIX
Six metres is now becoming very much more popular with nearly every modern HF transceiver
providing 50 MHz and the future better band conditions. Our 6m Discovery has been selling
very well and will provide a very good 0/P with only 25 watts of drive. We had to use the
3CX800A7 to give a high gain as most transceivers only provided up to 25 watts until this year
or so.
The Amperex 3-500ZG that we use in the Explorer 12(10 and Hunter 750 has been a VERY reliable value but compared with the 3CX800A7 it requires quite a lot of drive, however, we decided to try one on Six with excellent results. With 50 Watts of drive the output power is 60) Watts
and with 80 Watts will give over 8(X) Watts CW 0/P. The HUNTER SIX has developed from our
HUNTER 750, which has recently been redesigned to take a larger transformer and our more
modern new styling.
Features include inbuilt heavy duty PSU, 3 sec. soft start delay, Pi L input, Pi L output circuit
and heavy duty bypass relay. The amplifier can be keyed from most modern transceivers. The
HUNTER SIX is built in a strong desk top cabinet that will look the part along side any modern
transceiver. If you hear DX, the HUNTER SIX will give you instant high power with no warm-up!

Introductory price inc VAT £895
INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE ON THESE MODELS
£295 deposit & 6x1100 monthly payments (Credit subject to status.)

Phone/Fax: 01964 5 50921

CUSHCINT SPICIAIISTS - WE USE
eA' ro 410104.
HEM 041 THE AIR EVIRY001$1 fUtt RAVE STOW

E-mail: peter@linearampuk.u-net.com
Website:http//www.linearam puk.u-net.com

el: 01705 662145 fax: 01705 690626
189 London Rd • North End • Portsmouth • Hants • P02 9AE (.,......

The 811 was made popular in the 1960's 70's with the famous Collins 30-L1. It had great
reliability and rugged performance. Since that time it has not been used until a couple of
American firms started using them again with the advent of the Svetlana 811 value which is made
in St Petersberg.
Up until now we have mainly used 3-500 and the more modern 3cx800a7 valves to give us long
life and reliability, but of course this reflects in the price.
We decided to make a budget amplifier which will comfortably run the legal limit but with no
compromise to our usual quality and reliability, in fact the Ranger will run a cool 800 watts on
all bands 10-160m_ We have fitted our usual features like front panel ALC, soft start, a massive
900 VA toroidal transformer and individual band switch for all bands 10- 160 ie 10 12 15 17 20
30 40 80 amd 160m. We use a Papst fan to give the amplifier very quiet and cool ope ration.
The Ranger 811H is built in a robust desk top cabinet that will look the part against any modern
transceiver. The price inc. VAT is £895, which is not the cheapest but look inside ours and then
compare it with the imported models and decide for yourself.
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The following CDXC goods are available from the Secretary.
PAPERWEIGHT
This is a square marble effect paperweight, fitted on the front face with an enamel CDXC logo. As this
item is heavy it is not available mail order, but can be purchased at the various functions, e.g. RSGB HF
Convention, CDXC AGM, etc.
KEY FOB
This is an imitation black leather fob fitted with an enamel CDXC logo.
RUBBER STAMP
This is a rubber hand-stamp with the CDXC logo. Use for all your amateur radio correspondence.
G3WGV LOG
The well known G3WGV Contest Log, which covers all the main RSGB Contests, is only available
through CDXC. The author, John Linford, has generously donated this software to CDXC, and all
proceeds from its sale go to help finance CDXC. LOG is available to both members and non-members of
CDXC. John retains ownership of the copyright. Logs produced by LOG can be imported into the popular
logging programs such as SHACKLOG and TurboLog.
PRICING
Paperweight:
Key Fob:
Rubber Stamp:
G3WGV Log:

£2.50
£1.50
£5.00
£25.00

not available mail order
including post/packing to UK
including post/packing to UK
including post/packing to UK

PAYMENT
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to CDXC and drawn on a UK bank. No foreign
cheques please. Send your payment to:
Barry Cooper, G4RKO
1, Strouds Meadow
Cold Ash
Newbury
Berkshire
RG18 9PQ
UK

CDXC QSL CARDS are available from G4LJF, QTHR. SASE for details.
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DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE: 20 OCTOBER
CHILTERN DX CLUB - The UK DX Foundation - Aims and Objectives
"The aims of the Club are to promote HF operating, to encourage excellence, particularly in DXing
and contest operating, through mutual assistance and by encouraging support of DXpeditions, the
issue of achievement awards, or by whatever other means is deemed to be appropriate".

Membership: Full details of membership are available from the Club Secretary (address above).
Subscriptions: The annual subscription is currently set at £12.00 for UK members, and £17.00 for
overseas members. The subscription for new members joining between 1st January and 30th June is 50%
of the annual subscription. Subscriptions become due on July 1st in each year, and should be sent to the
Treasurer (address above).
Newsletter: This Newsletter is published six times per year. Articles for publication should be sent to
the Newsletter Editor (address above) by the published deadline. Please note that opinions expressed in
the Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Editor or of the Committee.

CDXC Web site:

http://www.CDXC.org.uk

G3UFY A 337,435, JWOL (op: G3WFT) A 3,160, GOAEV 28 142,724, G4BUO 21 716,716,
G3TXF 21 355,860, G4WTD 21 138,006, G4DBL 21 44,979, G3TVU/M 14 32,452, GOVBD
14 23,120, GW7J 1.8 19,272, *G3LOJ A 126,420, *G6QQ A 86,856, *GOWAX A 81,840,
*G4NXG/M A 75,504, *GOMTITT-57,424, *GM4CUX A 39,646, *G3RSD A 28,530,
*GOOZH A 22,475, *GOKRL A 20,091, *GOVQR A 9,794, *GOICDS 28 18,920, *G4PCI 28
13,310, *GOOGN 28 8,374, *G3YOG 21 31,050, *MOAOP (op: K4DG) 21 8,037 97 12 35,
*M7N 21 3,888, *G3XTT 3.8 24,696. In the Assisted (PacketCluster) category, UK scores
included G40JH A 1,455,180, GOUHK A 299,904, GIOKVQ A 256,300, GWORYT A 86,940,
G7W (op: G4JVG) 3.8 34,612. In multi-op single-transmitter category: M7P 3,986,820,
GW8GT 3,680,568, G4UJS 3,415,707, G3TBK 978,892, G7B 654,480, M7G 579,282,
GMONTL 348,243, M7C 10,385. In the multi-op, multi-transmitter category: GW7K 1,056,178.

CONTEST CALENDAR
VK/ZL Oceania Ctst
EU Autumn Sprint
RSGB 21/28MHz
VK/ZL/Oceania Ctst
EU Autumn Sprint
JARTS WW RTTY Ctst
QRP ARCI Fall QSO Party
Asia-Pacific Sprint
Worked All Germany
RSGB 21/28MHz
CQWW DX Phone
BARTG RTTY Sprint
Ukrainian DX Contest
Japan Int. DX
WAE DX Contest
OK/OM DX Contest
IARU 160m Contest
RSGB 1.8MHz
CQWW CW Contest

SSB
SSB
SSB
CW
CW
RTTY
CW
CW
CW/SSB
CW
SSB
RTTY
CW/SSB
SSB
RTTY
CW/SSB
CW
CW
CW

1000 Oct 3 - 1000 Oct 4
1500-1900 Oct 3
0700-1900 Oct 4
1000 Oct 11 - 1000 Oct 12
1500-1900 Oct 10
0000 Oct 17 - 2400 Oct 18
1200 Oct 17 - 2400 Oct 18
1230-1430 Oct 17
1500 Oct 17 - 1500 Oct 18
0700-1900 Oct 18
0000 Oct 24 - 2400 Oct 25
1200 Oct 31 - 1200 Nov 1
1200 Nov 7 - 1200 Nov 8
2300 Nov 13 - 2300 Nov 15
0000 Nov 14 - 2400 Nov 15
0000 Nov 14 - 2400 Nov 15
1400 Nov 21 - 0800 Nov 22
2100 Nov 21 - 0100 Nov 22
0000 Nov 28 - 2400 Nov 29

160 in a contest weekend. But, again, you
can't afford to relax, and you need to catch
those very brief openings, for example to JA
and to VK6. Those double-mults make a
vast difference to the final score.

Fame member who didn't log at all when
doing a major contest from the Caribbean,
but simply tape recorded the contest and
produced his log afterwards. Is that
reasonable or not? Or those who scour the
PacketCluster, news-sheets, etc. after the
contest, or compare their logs with other
entrants, in order to check for busted or
unique calls. There is no suggestion that
people are necessarily inventing QSOs that
they didn't make, but rather that the contest
should be a test of skill during the contest
period, rather than afterwards. My own view
is that it is entirely reasonable to be allowed
some time after the contest for picking up
obvious logging errors, but that enlisting the
help of others comes close to putting
yourself into one of the multi-op categories.
Some CDXC members joined in the Internet
discussions on the topic, which I have tried
to reflect above, but I would be interested in
any other views on the topic.

Of course, much of the forgoing advice is
based around CQWW, and your strategy
will have to vary from contest to contest,
according to the exact scoring system. But
the basic principles apply, and the advice on
equipment and antennas is universally
applicable.
Contest Stuff on Internet

In CQ Magazine K1AR raised the issue of
"When does the contest end?" This
prompted a lively discussion on the Internet
Reflector. The purists argue that any
"doctoring" of the log after the contest is
finished is beyond the spirit, if not the rules,
of the contest. The pragmatists argue that
the rules make no distinction between those
who log on paper and those who log on
computer. The paper loggers have always
needed time after the contest to rewrite and
score their logs, make dupe lists, etc. Why,
therefore, penalise those who use computer
logging. Surely it should be acceptable to
spend time checking for callsigns that have
obviously been mis-typed or whatever? But,
as in many such situations, there are those
who take matters to an extreme and, in the
process, tend to provoke an extreme
reaction. For example, the Contest Hall of

Finally, now that I have taken over the
editor's role for the CDXC Digest, it would
be nice to have a volunteer come forward to
take on this regular Contests section. If you
are interested, please give me a call.
73 Don G3XTT, NKIG

CQWW RESULTS
Apologies are due to David 03 WON, whose claimed score for CQWW Phone was omitted from
the list in Alan G3PMR's piece in the last Newsletter. However, we can now go one better as,
thanks to Roger, G3SXW, a member of the CQWW Contests Committee, we now have the full
and final UK results for the Phone leg of the contest. These are as follows:
GW4BLE is 2nd in Europe in the single-op, all-band category with 3,656,088 points. 5B4AGC
(previously G3LNS) is world winner on 14MHz with 2,140,790 points, and M7Z (op: G3VHB)
world 4th and 2"d in Europe on 14MHz with 1,225,810. G3 WGN is world 6' h and 4 in Europe
on 3.8MHz with 143,840 points. In the multi-multi category, GM7V is 5 111 in Europe with
8,372,049 points. Other UK scores include (callsign, band (A=a11--band), score, asterisk
indicates low power): M7X (Op: G3NAS) A 1,221,729, G3TTJ A 1,141,752, GMOFET A
582,612, GOVSN A 457,996, GM3BCL A 421,452, G4WPD A 410,670, GMOEGI A 378,000,
42
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EDITORIAL
Don Field, G3XTT

Hello all. I'm not entirely sure how I ended
up in the editorial seat for the third time, but
I seem to remember some serious armtwisting by the Chairman might have been
involved! When I first edited the newsletter
back in the late-80's it was a much more
modest affair, and the Club itself had far
fewer members. My role was then taken
over by Steve G4JVG, but I stepped in again
for a short time after he emigrated to Papua
New Guinea (an extreme way of
relinquishing the editorship, I must say!).
Most of you will know me of old, but for
those who don't a few words might be in
order. My interest in radio started with
listening to the North Sea pirate
broadcasters in the 60s, some of which had
short-wave frequencies as well as mediumwave. When listening around, I soon
discovered amateurs on 160 and 80 metres,
most of whom were still using AM, and
decided this sounded fun. I was licensed as
G3XTT in 1968, and spent my early years
mainly on the low bands, which continue to
be my favourite part of the spectrum. I also
developed an early taste for contesting,
which has remained with me to this day. My
major DXpedition activities have been from
ZS9, V5 and, most recently, 9MOC, and I
have also contested from places such as
4UI ITU, GJ and GU. I have in the past been
not only Newsletter Editor but Chairman of
CDXC, have served on the RSGB HF
Committee and Packet Working Group,
was, with G3ZAY, editor of DX News
Sheet in the early 80s, have written for the
now defunct Amateur Radio magazine as
well as for HRT, and am a past-Chairman of
the Reading and District Amateur Radio
Club where, with G3WGV, I have four NFD
wins to my credit. I hold the US callsign
NK1G and was, for a time, a Volunteer

E2PS

Examiner for the FCC licence exams. Right
now I am a member of the RSGB
Management Committee, write the HF
column in RadCom, and continue to contest
and chase DX on everything from 160 to 6
metres, and on RTTY as well as CW and
SSB. My home station consists of an FT1000D, Alpha 89, IC-735 (for portable
operations), Force 12 C-3, and various
VHF/UHF gear. Professionally, I work in
the international part of BT (formerly
British Telecom).
With this issue, we have adopted the new
name of CDXC Digest, as Newsletter no
longer seems to convey the full breadth of
what you will find in these pages. Once
again there is a wide variety of material,
although we are still awaiting articles on a
couple of the DXpeditions we have
sponsored recently (one of our conditions of
sponsorship is that the expedition concerned
provides us with a short write-up after the
event). I am grateful to all who have
contributed, and want especially to thank
Steve G4JVG for several very interesting
articles. I am also delighted that new
member Ger GOUVR has already written a
long and interesting piece for us. Now that
we are very much a national club, it is
impossible for us all to know each other,
and one way of at least getting a feel for the
breadth and depth of members' interests is
to read about them in the newsletter. I would
love each of you to write with a short CV of
your amateur radio activities, or an insight
into your particular specialism, whether it be
antenna modelling, high-speed CW or
whatever. It would be nice to have several
such articles in the "pipeline" so that I am
not worrying each time as to whether there
will be enough material to hand.
There is also the matter of what other
material we should include here. For
example, I recall one past member offering
as the reason for his resignation from CDXC

the fact that the Newsletter was too
backward-looking. Frankly, a bi-monthly
publication can never compete with weekly
publications such as the RSGB's DX News
Sheet or daily publications like "The Daily
DX" which is, as its name suggests, mailed
daily by e-mail to its subscribers. If you
want news of forthcoming DXpeditions,
contest operations, etc. then these are
undoubtedly the publications to watch. But
this Digest has much more room in which to
chronicle events in the DX and contesting
world, to carry news of members' activities,
and so on. Of course, any such publication
is only ever as good as the material which it
receives. I am only the editor, not the
author! I welcome all relevant input,
preferably electronically (I use Word 97, but
can accept almost anything), as it saves
retyping, but this is not essential. I am
happy to proof read, and improve the
grammar or spelling.
One question is whether I should reproduce
material from the Internet reflectors, or
whether most of you will already have seen
this. Any feedback would be welcome,
though I have a suspicion it's probably
about 50/50 at the moment (but I note that
the number of members with e-mail
addresses is increasing rapidly).
Finally, I want to thank Bren G4DYO as
outgoing Newsletter editor for keeping up
the high standards, and for a seamless
handover. Bren was my sponsor when I first
joined CDXC back in 1984.
Please note the deadline for next time; I
look forward to contributions from many of
you as time goes by.

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG
The CDXC AGM and Summer Social
passed smoothly. We had another very good
turnout and were blessed with fine weather.
The whole affair was thoroughly enjoyable

with several recent joiners present for the
first time. Our thanks to Bob G3PJT and his
XYL Rosemary for their hospitality and
organisation.
At the AGM Alan G3PMR retired from the
committee after six years, initially as
Newsletter Editor and, subsequently, as a
Vice-Chairman and Secretary. Alan has
made a tremendous contribution to the club
during these past years - our thanks to Alan
- enjoy your "retirement". Bren G4DYO
has also retired as Newsletter Editor. Bren
took over from Alan two years ago and has
very successfully managed to maintain the
standard set by Alan. The newsletters have
continued to be topical and to be published
on time - every credit must go to Bren for
this. Enjoy your "retirement" too, Bren.
We were seeking new blood for the
committee and this year we have three new
members. Barry G4RKO takes over as
Secretary. The Secretary's tasks are fairly
significant and we are most grateful that
Barry has agreed to take on this role.
Welcome Barry. Don G3XTT takes over as
Newsletter Editor - I think for the third time.
Don is, of course, very well known and
recently took over the RadCom HF column.
I am sure Don will ensure that the newsletter
is interesting and topical. Welcome Don.
Mike G3SED also joins the committee.
Mike is of course well known on all bands
from topband to 6m. Welcome Mike.
The committee has decided to rename the
newsletter the "CDXC Digest" and to
generally upgrade the quality by introducing
a new card cover and new arrangements for
photographs. Our thanks to Mike G3SED
and his team at RadioActive Publications
for the new cover design. A year's supply of
covers has now been printed by offset-litho.
Photographs will in future appear in the
central pages and will be printed on glossy
paper. The picture quality should improve
significantly as again offset-litho is being
used. The rest of the newsletter will
continue to be produced by xerography as
this is extremely cost effective. We will

on. In 97 I knew that JH5ZJS and JA3Z0H
would be on, but conditions were poor. If I
had not known who to look for and at what
time, I would have missed a double mult in
the brief noisy opening.

be back tomorrow and I can work them
then". Wrong! Conditions may have
deteriorated; they may be a multi-single
making their only foray onto 80; you may
miss them tomorrow etc etc. If the rate
meter says you can spare a little more time
chasing the mult, do it now. This will
become more important as HF conditions
improve as there will likely be reduced
activity on LF.

Do let the DX community know you'll be on
in the contest. They fall into two camps those that will avoid the contest weekend
like the plague (at least you know they won't
be on) and those like ZL4BO who don't
enter the contest, but will come on to give
out a few points, especially to Gs.

Don't get wrapped up in DXing. Mutts are
fewer on 80 than 20, and it's important to
catch as many as you can, but rate is also
important. Run the US as often as you can
and if not, be content to amass a good
number of EU QSOs. 1000Qs on 80 is a
good and easily remembered target - to win,
think closer to 1300.

Do erect a high angle antenna. At first I
thought CQWW on 80m would allow sleep
from about 0830Z to 1700Z, but if you want
to win, you should be working Europe from
at least 1500 both days.
If you can, erect a separate receive antenna.
I have no room for Beverages or EWEs, but
pressing an HF antenna into service on
receive can have surprising results.

Don't forget any of the contesting basics.
You may not have to think about band
changes, but you still have to be well
prepared to compete (sleep, food tactics,
station prep, etc)"

Know your bandplans. If you want to work
VK or UAO, know where to find them.
(3797 and around 3640 respectively)

Many thanks David for all of that. I'm not
sure there's much to add. My own LF
contesting experience has been gained
primarily on 160m, where much of the same
advice applies. 160m Phone contesting is
always hard work, with little room on the
band, and vast differences between the
strengths of the loud Europeans and the
more distant DX stations. Nevertheless, in
CQWW in particular, the strong single-op
and multi-single stations will spend
relatively little time on 160 so, if you are
patient, you can usually pull out some
decent DX. One of the tricks is to be
consistently available - many multi-singles
will only bother with 160 for multipliers, so
you need to make sure that when they are
looking for a G (or whatever you are), then
you are the first one they find. When you are
only likely to work 60 or so country
multipliers, then every one counts!

Be assertive at the top end of the band. A
number of well known DXers from
Southern Europe consider it their duty to
keep 3799.5 occupied throughout the contest
and especially at grey-line time. They will
either work the DX (= rare mult) and then
return to CQ, or attempt to start a list
operation. Most of the mults who call in are
only too pleased to work you without these
gentlemen's help, so go ahead and call. Be
polite but assertive if the Southern
gentlemen object. Experience tells me that
some of the DX stations who appear on
3799 never search/call below 3795, even
though their licence permits it. I keep a
memory channel and/or the second receiver
in the FTI000MP on 3799 for regular
monitoring.
Do work stations when you hear them on
Saturday. I've fallen into the trap more than
once when I've failed to break the pile-up of
thinking "it's a well known callsign, they'll

In the CW contests, things are a bit easier,
and it probably won't be too many years
before a top entry works 100 countries on
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spaced two element array. The verticals are
Force 12 EF I 80BVs, which have been
brilliant. They are linear loaded which keeps
losses to a minimum and the height to 37
feet (important as I live in a Conservation
Area). The close spacing means that,
including radials, the array occupies only 90
feet by 60 feet. Each vertical has a 3 feet
square aluminium plate at the base, to which
are attached about 80 radials each about 30
feet long. 150 feet of half inch hardline
connects the array to the shack.
That did the trick. In the 96 CQWW I could
run Ws and my rate went way up. I finished
17th overall with 125K points. But: during
one frustratingly long period of no replies to
my CQs on Saturday afternoon, I wrote in
large block letters on my notepad: 'I need to
be LOUD in Europe'. Low angle is great
when you need it, but useless for rate in the
daylight hours. Tuning the band, I could
hear SP3GEM running at 60+ and could
copy easily all the stations he was working,
but couldn't get a run started myself.

running stateside allowed me to get into the
top 10. For the record, G3WGN scored
156,832 on 80m single-band/high-power, to
reach 6th in the World and 4th in Europe.
(See claimed scores, CQ Contest May/June
98). So, at least on claimed scores, I made it.
From past experience, a number of
Slovenian stations don't appear in the
claimed scores but made higher scores than
me in previous year's final results, so I guess
I'll drop down 2 or 3 places when the final
results are published but hopefully stay in
the top 10.
So for 98? Business commitments have
largely kept me from contesting this year,
but I intend to enter CQWW again. To beat
the stations who were ahead of me in 97
means I MUST be LOUD in Europe. I've
obtained a couple of 35 foot masts to allow
a temporary dipole to be erected well away
from the array and this will be tested next
month. The other addition this year is a
DVP.
As to advice and experiences to pass on, I'd
recommend the following:

For 97, business commitments meant that I
had to choose only one contest in the
Autumn. I decided that I did not have time
to re-tune the array to the CW end of the
band and would therefore aim for a top ten
finish in CQWW SSB. What to do about a
high angle radiator? I'd taken the dipole
down while setting up the tuning and
phasing of the array as I didn't want it
interfering with the set-up. But the dipole
was a simple way to be loud in Europe (it
runs almost due N-S so has a lobe right
where its needed) - I'll just try that the week
before the contest. Oops! Sharp reminder of
how important forward planning is to
contesting. The interaction of the dipole and
the array made the performance of both
hopeless. With no alternative available, I
just had to use the array alone again. I did
use an open wire fed 80 foot long dipole at
30 feet as a receive antenna and this paid off
on some medium range signals.

Do make sure your low angle antenna
(which is likely to be narrow bandwidth)
will play on 3650-3800 for SSB. My array is
optimised at 3795 which is great for the DX
mults, but you'll be working the US split
frequency down to 3650 or below. I've
arranged to switch in a coil on each vertical
to tune the array to 3690 when required,
which gives me reasonable SWR from 3650
to 3800. The front to back suffers below
3775 however. dBs count. Using hardline at
3.8MHz looks like overkill, but when you've
just dragged 3 double mults in a row out of
the crud, I wouldn't want to bet I'd get the
same result from RG58. It's not only low
loss, it's 100% screened.

My increased experience of when and how
to get the rare mutts and a heavy focus on

Do operate in the week before he contest.
Get used to when the difficult mults will be

Do erect a low angle antenna. A close
spaced array takes less space than
you think. On 80m, 30 foot radials work fine
if there are enough of them

need to increase our numbers by about 50%
from the present level of around 410 before
we can justify offset-litho printing
throughout the newsletter. For offset-litho a
plate has to be made for every A4 page - this
is an expensive process.
Could I make an appeal that we all support
Don by sending in articles for publication.
Let's hear your views on the many new rigs
now on the market, the new antennas or on
your own DXpedition or contest activities.
Remember that the club does not only
include many of our top DXers but also
many that are recently licensed and have got
the DX bug.
Another highlight of the past few months for
me was the Friedrichshafen Hamvention
25/27 June. This year there was a change in
the arrangements with the convention
starting on a Thursday and finishing on a
Saturday (previously Friday to Sunday). I
am not sure whether the change of date was
beneficial or not. Certainly the first day was
quiet but Friday and Saturday were very
lively. Many CDXC members were there as
well as many other friends. I gave the 9MOC
talk on the Thursday morning - the hall was
packed - there was standing room only!
About 200 attended and judging by the
many comments the DXpedition seems to
have been much appreciated.
The flea-market is a highlight of
Friedrichshafen for me. A huge range of
equipment was available including some
10kw linears from Eastern Europe or the old
Russia republics. They sold quickly!
This year there were two "Hamtronic" halls
that were dedicated mainly to computer
hardware, software and accessories. I
suppose this trend is inevitable. The social
side of Friedrichshafen was as good as ever
with some very enjoyable evenings
including one with the IOTA enthusiasts.
Congratulations to Hilary G4JKS who rejoined CDXC about one year ago. Hilary
was elected RSGB President-Elect at a
recent Council meeting and takes over as

President on 1 January 1999. There will be
many vacancies on Council this coming
year. I have decided to stand and I am sure
other CDXC members will be standing too.
We need more active HF enthusiasts on
Council and we would all appreciate the
support of CDXC/RSGB members when it
comes to the vote.
Our contributions to DXpeditions continue.
We made a donation of £75.00 towards the
costs of QSLs for the forthcoming Palau
(T88BI) DXpedition planned for next
December. The RSGB DXpedition Fund
matched this contribution.
Our marketing initiatives of last May and
June are already showing results. We mailed
over 900 Gs and Phil G3SWH has been
sending CDXC flyers to all those requesting
direct 9MOC cards. Our membership
numbers now exceed 410 - we have grown
from around 350 at this time last year. Four
years ago there were about 100 members.
We are now able to support around ten
major DXpeditions each year.
Recent CDXC overseas members visiting
the UK have included Austin VK5W0 and
Barry ZS I FJ. A number of us entertained
both Austin and Barry - it was great to meet
them.
Bookings for the RSGB HF and IOTA
Convention 9/11 October continue to flow
in - I think we are going to have a very busy
and interesting weekend. We are making a
major change this year and are arranging for
all the committees, clubs and other
exhibitors to be based on the ground floor of
the Beaumont either in the main bar area or
in an adjoining room. This will hopefully
overcome one of the criticisms of past
conventions where the various exhibits have
been scattered around the building and, as a
result, have not attracted as many visitors as
might be expected. We believe that the new
arrangement will be much more satisfactory
— we are calling it an "HF Village".
We have put together a really good
programme. See page 13 for details. There

will be just two main lecture streams with
no repeats. Our thanks to John G3WKL for
all his efforts with the programme.
Martin Lynch and Yaesu UK are again
sponsoring the convention this year. There
are four main raffle prizes:
• From Yaesu UK: FT-900 HF transceiver
• From ICOM UK: IC-706 Mk II DSP
transceiver with filters supplied via
Martin Lynch and Son.
• From Martin Lynch and Son: Standard
C108 2m handheld
• From Nevada Communications: AEA HF
Graphical SWR Analyser.
There will of course be many other raffle
prizes. Our thanks to all the contributors.
Day visitors as well as residential visitors
are very welcome. Contact Fay Huxley at
RSGB HQ or me for details. Several visitors
last year came on a residential package for
the first time having previously attended as
day visitors. All commented on how much
they had enjoyed their weekends.
Finally two admin. points. If any of the new
members did not receive their July
newsletter please get in touch with me - I
have a few spare. We are up to date with the
distribution of CDXC badges for all but the
very recent joiners. If anyone is missing a
badge would they please contact me.
That's all for now. See you at the Beaumont
at Windsor 9/11 October - and don't forget
the CDXC Northern Dinner at Harrogate on
Saturday 19 September.

SECRETARY'S UPDATE
Barry Cooper G4RKO
It seems a long time since that warm sunny
day in the beginning of July when I was
voted into the role of CDXC Secretary at the
AGM. A great honour of course, however I
was rather surprised to be the only
candidate! Was this the skilful hand of the

master puppeteer from Felden pulling
strings? We will never know!
I would like to pay a personal tribute to the
outgoing secretary, Alan Jubb, G3PMR. I
have always enjoyed Alan's many
contributions to the Newsletter but had no
real appreciation of the amount of work that
he undertook on behalf of the club in
background mode (I do now Alan!). To
work unstintingly for six years is a
considerable investment in time and energy
and I, for one, would like to pass on my
thanks and best wishes to Alan for the
future. Heaven knows what he will do with
all the newly found free time but he did hint
that there were some interesting
developments to SHACKLOG in the
pipeline. Watch this space.
CDXC Web Site
Have you visited the CDXC Web Site yet?
You will find it at:
http://www.cdxc.org.uk
l'he site is now being maintained by Lee,
2EOABT who is the son of CDXC member
Paul, G4CCZ. Lee has done a lot of work in
redesigning the layout and content of the
site, which is now beginning to take on a
very professional look. Well done Lee.
A feature of the Web site is a directory of
CDXC members' e-mail addresses. Please
check to see if your entry is correct and
advise me at cooperb@g4rko.demon.co.uk
if any changes need to be made.
Northern Dinner
The last Newsletter carried details of the
first CDXC Northern Dinner to be held in
Harrogate on Saturday, 19 th September at
the Majestic Hotel. The event is being
organised by David Whittaker, BRS25429
who reports a healthy interest in tickets,
which can be booked up until the deadline
of 4th September.
Requests for tickets should be sent to The
Secretary, CDXC with a payment of £19.00

2R5 e0Z7E57 Dom steed,
93Z77
Last time I promised a look at Low Band
Contesting, which seemed appropriate as the
nights start drawing in (at least for those of
us in the Northern Hemisphere).

and the West Coast, frequently breaking pile
ups first call. Why?
First, the QTH is nominally in a valley, but
the surrounding hills are less than 4 degrees
in elevation in the worst direction (assuming
my rusty trigonometry is right!). Second, the
ground slopes away to both East and West
within a wavelength or so, and is 10-20
metres below antenna level at 5 wavelengths
out. This probably gives the antenna an
effective height of about 80 feet. Third, after
the first serious rainstorm, I noticed new
lakes appeared in the fields to East and
West, which stayed for several days after the
rain stopped - my guess is I've got better
than average ground conductivity associated
with the high water table.

Firstly, I am extremely grateful for the
following contribution from David
G3WGN, who has achieved some excellent
low band scores, particularly on 80m:
"As a devoted 80m addict, both DXing and
contesting, hopefully some of my
experiences will be of interest to the CDXC
membership.
First some background. Although I started
on 160 when first licensed, the 80m DXing
bug bit hard after a year or so and has stayed
with me ever since. In the early 70s, I was a
founder member of the GB3MCG contest
group, which I believe was the first to use a
GB call in contesting. We had access to
several 150ft towers and so we had LF
antennas that really performed.

Having had fun DXing on the dipole, I tried
it for contesting, entering CQWW and
ARRL in 1995 in the single- band 80m
category. That showed up its limitations but not half as much as it showed the
limitations of the operator! I was seriously
out of practice and didn't manage to stay
awake through the night in any of the
contests. I resolved to get more practice and
have a more serious attack on CQWW SSB
in 96.

In the intervening years I've contested
sporadically, including 6th overall in the
AGCW QRP contest, but have not had the
time or space to put out a competitive 80m
signal until I moved to the present QTH in
rural Herefordshire in 1994. The QTH has
low noise level and I had some space for
antennas, so decided to make a serious effort
at 80m single-band in as many of the major
contests as I had time to enter.

What I discovered from using the dipole
was that I couldn't sustain runs of Ws - those
all-important three pointers - for a good
score. I also spent too much time DXing.
What I needed was an antenna that would
really play into the US with a better low
angle performance than the dipole.

Shortly after moving in to the new QTH, I
slung an 80m dipole between trees at 40
feet. My QRP experience taught me to feed
this with open wire line - the only watts that
count are those at the feedpoint! In less than
a year I had worked 200 countries on 80 and
I knew I had a very good QTH for LF band
propagation. Although the dipole was
relatively low, I was very loud in ZL, VK

After much deliberation, reading ON4UN's
books and discussions with Bob, G3PJT and
the DX gang on 80m (G3PCG, G4OFY,
G4FIV, G4PEL, GOAIX), I settled on a
phased vertical array. I lack the space for a
four-square, so I chose a one-eighth wave
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FRS 32525
News is a little thin from CDXC SWLs this
time - something to do with summer
holidays, I expect.

will be in various places in the coming
weeks, but if you don't see a copy and you
want to take part, send me an e-mail or a
letter. With greater publicity this year, it is
hoped that participation will reach an all
time high. The successful BRS32525 MultiMulti team will be active again and I am
already aware of one multi-national entry as
some French and British listeners are joining
forces and operating from France in the
Multi-Multi category. Does anyone fancy
joining the BRS32525 team? - venue still to
be decided at the time of compiling this
column. Currently, the team will comprise 2
CDXC members - BRS31976 and myself plus G3SXE, G8JNZ, RS102891 and
RS 177448.

An update on the 9MOC SWL QSLing
might be in order to start with. As at early
August, 242 direct reports had been dealt
with. No bureau cards had been received as
at early August. Most of the reports were for
14 and 7 MHz SSB (31). 7 MHz CW reports
accounted for a further 22, while 3.5MHz
reports - both SSB and CW totalled 28.
There had been 6 accurate reports for
1.8MHz CW, and 2 - from JA - for reception
reports on 50MHz. If you sent your card via
the bureau, please be patient - I will answer
them as soon as they start arriving!
It is about that time of year when SWLs
look forward to improved autumnal
conditions and to the start of the Autumn
Contest and DX season. With conditions
getting better all the time, we can hope for
an exciting autumn - with sufficient DX on
the "classic" bands, and enough traffic on
the WARC bands to keep everyone content.

Finally, most SWLs will have heard about
the demise of the VE7TCP SWL Reflector.
Karl RS 174461 has come to the rescue and
is now circulating news and information of
interest to SWLs. Karl's e-mail address for
"Reflector" material is Karll9M@aol.com .
Finally, finally
Any CDXC SWL
interested in Awards is invited to e-mail Jan
Veenstra, the VERON SWL Manager, for
details of a vast number of Awards that are
available from the Netherlands. Jan's e-mail
address is in euronet.n1

Would it be an interesting idea to run an
SWL All-Time countries table in this
column? If so, I'll start one next time - only
current DXCC countries to count. Let me
know what you think.
The last full weekend in October sees the
popular CQWW SWL Challenge. The rules

per person, payable to CDXC.
The featured attraction for the evening is a
presentation of the 9MOC DXpedition
presented by those intrepid explorers, John
(the key) Linford, G3WGV and Tony (the
sparks) Canning, GOOPB.
Hope to see you there.

HF Convention
I am looking forward to the HF Convention
this year for two reasons: it will be nice to
attend and not have to work and secondly,
it's a great venue for catching up with a lot
of good old friends.
The HF Village described by Alan, G3PMR
in the last Newsletter sounds an exiting
concept and will provide a useful meeting
point for CDXC members. Please don't
forget Alan's request for volunteers to man
the CDXC stand to allow the Committee to
attend the odd lecture.

Membership Drive
The mailing to the 505 non-member G
stations who worked Spratly has been
extremely successful in encouraging many
new members to join and strengthen CDXC.
As the new secretary, I have had the
pleasure of welcoming 24 new members
into the club. A full list of new members is
shown elsewhere in the Newsletter.
Computers
Love 'em or hate 'em? My new, all-singing,
all-dancing, super-fast XYZ machine
crashed the first week I had it. Windows NT
they said, 'safe, secure — ideal for a small
business' [and aspiring CDXC Secretary].

Preferred day and time please.

"Xo!?xks" I say. I am pretty sure that I have
recovered all the files I had before my little
mishap — however, if your name is not on
the next membership list you receive, please
write to me discretely QTHR and send a
personal vote of thanks to that nice Mr
Gates!

Radio Matters

Tail End

I have to admit that my previous job left me
a little disillusioned with ham radio and, as a
result, the amount of time I spent operating
fell off somewhat. On reflection, I think this
was a severe case of 'busman's holiday'
affliction. It could of course have been
something to do with being fortunate
enough to spend most weekends during the
summer months attending rallies, explaining
to a loyal band of customers "Didn't design
'em - just sell 'em mate"!!

I know I am supposed to report DXpedition
funding. This is not forgotten and will be
reported after the next Committee meeting
at which they (the others) are trusting me to
do the minutes. Rest assured, if I find out
what a 'New DXCC Entity' is before the
next edition, it will be reported fully!

If you are prepared to give a little of your
time to man the CDXC stand please let me
know as it would appear that the secretary is
tasked with organising the rota!

However, all change. RKO radio is now
back on the air with new transceiver and lots
of enthusiasm. I even dusted off the old
ETM-9C keyer and listened attentively as I
still need G3NUG, CW mode, on all bands!
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My first target is 200 confirmed from the
current 250+ worked. The good thing about
the hobby is that you can always come back
later and carry on where you left off! Yes,
radio does matter.

73,
Barry Cooper, G4RKO

Are you on the CDXC E-mail
List?
Barry Cooper,

G4RKO

Most members will be aware that before we
publish an e-mail address on the CDXC list
or Web site, we seek a written confirmation
from the member that it is in order to do so.
Surprisingly, a number of members who
have provided us with details of their e-mail
address have not advised whether or not
they would like it published.
In order to tidy up the club records and
delete superfluous information, would the

following members whom have provided
e-mail addresses advise me at
cooperb®g4rko.demon.co.uk whether or
not they wish their e-mail address to be
published:GOPHT GORCI G3TMA G3UOF G4LYM
G4MQM GI3KDR GM4FDM GW4BVJ
JA1RJU W3WL N4TO JP INWZ
Members who wish to be added to the list
can mail details to the same address. I look
forward to hearing from you!
73,
Barry

New Member List at 20 August, 1998
Call

Worked

Name

Location

GOARF
GOGVA
GOLPX/KE3YL
GOWMW
G2CZS
G3FFH/A92F
G3JLB
G3NAP
G3OLY
G3RLF
G3TQD
G3YBY
G3YEC
G4LYMNR2TW
G4MQM
G4PTJ
G4RGV
G4YVV/GOSLA
GI3KDR/EI6DS
GM3POI
GU4YOX
JA1BPQ
MOBJL
VK6ACY/ZS5ACY

311 (RTTY)
278
160
211
210
208
326
159
260
185
208
163
220
313
218 (CVV)
329
125
300
120
294
177
TBA
198
TBA

Bob Canning
Jim Lawson
Brian Garbutt
Doug Roberts
Ralph Sachs
Jon Frings
Lee Belger
Barry Sowter
John Boylett
Don Price
Roger Avery
Ian McCarthy
Rick Edmondson
Geoff Schiffeldrin
Dave Cressey
George Lord
Jon Ruff
Peter Leetham
John Stringer
Clive Penna
Bob Beebe
Yasuyuki Suzuki
Shaun Jarvis
Bill Hosie

Leominster
Farington, Preston
Tockwith
Weston-Super-Mare
Maldon, Essex
Lyme Regis
Gravesend
Coventry
Letchworth
Droitwich
Oakenshaw
Purton, Nr Swindon
Colchester
Leeds
Grantham
Haywards Heath
Holley, Surrey
Derby
Killinchy, Co Down
Orkney
Guernsey, C.I.
Yokosuka-Shi, Japan
Southampton
Muchea, WA

Notes:

continued taking soundings until he found
the deeper patch marking the river mouth.
At a point which to me seemed identical
with all the rest he suddenly turned west,
gunned the outboard, and within minutes we
were slipping past ghostly outlines of pine
trees on both sides of the river. For the last
ten miles he demonstrated an intimate
knowledge of the river bed by slaloming
from bank to bank to find the deepest water
and we reached town so quickly we had to
wait half an hour for deep enough water
around the jetty. When I complimented him
on his navigational skills he said that he'd
made the trip many times and it was really
only difficult in thick fog!

1. The primary language in the area is Cree.
There are 4 main dialects and communities
that are physically quite close may speak
different dialects if they have developed
from different bands. Akimiski in the Cree
language means something like "the land
over the water", and Attawapiskat means
"where the river runs up to high rocks".
2. The flight from Timmins calls at a
number of Cree communities including
Moosonee, Fort Albany, Kashechewan, and
Attawapiskat. Twice a week it serves the
more distant settlement of Peawanuck in
Hudson Bay itself. As Fort Albany and
Kashechewan are on opposite banks of the
same river, the flight lasts just 5 minutes and
was the shortest scheduled airline flight in
the world until Loganair claimed the record
in Scotland.

That was certainly one of my more
memorable IOTA voyages. Crossing James
Bay in a 20 foot canoe with an auroral
display to the north, the Milky Way
gleaming across the sky, and the remnants
of the Perseid meteors flashing past every
few minutes was unforgettable. And it
wasn't even dangerous as the weather
forecast was good and had we been unable
to find the river in the dark we would simply
have anchored for a few hours and waited
for dawn. The canoe was equipped with an
anchor, a second outboard motor, and a
spare propeller; and I could even have come
on 14260 maritime mobile using a 12 volt
battery borrowed from the community
workshop.

3. The Cree communities are all "dry".
Incoming visitors and their bags are
searched for alcohol and drugs by tribal
"peacekeepers" who also man roadblocks on
the winter road constructed along the
coastline from January to April each year.
4. Accommodation is not easy to find.
Attawapiskat and Moosonee have hotels and
there is some sort of hostel in Fort Albany
but elsewhere it is best to contact the local
priest as the churches tend to have
additional rooms for short stay visitors.
Communities tend to be either wholly
Anglican or wholly Catholic.

In the end I achieved about 650 QSOs in 7
hours of operating — not too bad with 100W
to a vertical. I transmitted for most of the
time on 14263 and listened about 10kHz up.
QSYing to 21263 around 2300z I found that
band open to Europe as well as the Pacific something I haven't experienced from VE8
for over 4 years.

5. The price of renting a Cree guide and
canoe in the James Bay area is around £45 £90 per day (+ the cost of petrol for the
outboard motor).

(this article will also appear in Ham Radio
Today magazine, and has been reproduced
here with the kind permission of HRT editor
G4JVG)

SILENT KEY
CDXC Member Peter Halls G4CRY passed away earlier this year, after a sustained period of
illness. Even during his illness, Peter retained sufficient enthusiasm for RTTY operation that he
contributed on the topic to this Newsletter on several occasions with his Keyboard Corner
column.
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long by 3 foot 6 inches wide, and we were
doing about 20 knots with a 40 horse power
outboard on the back. Akimiski was
immediately visible in the distance with the
spruce trees lining its shore magnified by a
mirage effect common in Arctic waters. In
less than an hour we grounded on the beach
next to Marius's permanent campsite, which
was marked by a flagpole with a windshredded Canadian flag to distinguish it
from the rest of the otherwise identical
coastline. Walking up the beach one entered
a spruce forest with trees 10-20 feet high
and an intensely aromatic resinous smell.
Marius's family had cleared a path leading
about 50 yards into the forest and
constructed a clearing with a couple of large
wooden huts and a teepee frame. On a warm
August day (which was luckily too warm for
most of the mosquitoes) the site was idyllic.

up. As the weather was fine, with bright
sunshine and a temperature around 70
Fahrenheit, I decided to operate from the
beach and perched everything on top of an
up-turned sledge that had been abandoned
there. Ergonomically conditions weren't the
greatest as I had nowhere comfortable to sit
and could only read the FT890 display with
great difficulty as it was completely washed
out by the bright sunlight. However, what's
a little discomfort in the cause of an IOTA
expedition?
The sun set around 2045 but I kept going on
the rig until around 2130 when Marius
suggested we use the last of the twilight to
load the canoe which was still stuck in the
mud some 100 yards from the water's edge.
The tide was finally coming in but it would
be at least another hour before we had
enough water to get away and Marius made
another attempt to persuade me to leave the
next day by asking how much it would cost
to change my tickets. When I explained it
would be over 1000 Canadian dollars he
immediately agreed to set out as soon as
possible but explained that we might have to
wait at the other side of the bay to get
enough water to enter the river.

Marius explained that in his youth his
family had lived on the island year-round,
moving from place to place with the
seasons. He was now based in Attawapiskat
but took the chance to come back as often as
possible. In winter the island is accessible
by snowmobile across the sea ice and there
are only a few weeks each year during
freeze-up and thaw when access is not
possible. For easy transportation Marius
kept a Honda 4x4 ATV on the island and
offered me a ride along the coast. He clearly
thought I was crazy to decline his offer.
Before setting out he left me a shotgun to
scare off any polar bears and reported later
that he had seen at least one bear a few
miles along the coast.

By 2300 the canoe was afloat and Marius,
now equipped with a 5 foot section of
spruce trunk, said we could go. The night
was moonless and there was no residual
daylight as James Bay is well south of the
Arctic Circle so it wasn't immediately clear
how we would set a course. Marius pointed
out that you could just barely see the red
lights on a microwave tower in the village
20 miles away and he generally used these
to cross the bay. The problem would come
at the other side as the river entrance was
not lit and was not exactly in line with the
red lights in town. Marius's technique (and
here I wished I'd brought my GPS) was to
head for the lights at top speed, pausing
after a while to use his spruce trunk to check
the depth of water. When he could touch
bottom and we were presumably a few
hundred yards offshore, he turned north and

I soon had the radio out and the Butternut
set up and turned on Marius's EM1000
Honda generator. As expected this was
delivering about 160 volts from the 110 volt
outlet (nobody has a voltmeter up north so
they always wind up the generator speed
until it sounds OK to their ears - roaring
like an outboard motor) Fortunately the
Yaesu switched mode power supply was
happy on its 200 volt setting so I was finally
QRV and facing the traditional large pile36

Subscriptions Reminder
If you haven't paid your subs for 1998-9 yet, then this is the last newsletter you will receive until
you do! Do it now, pay today! Subscription rates, etc. are on Page 2. Please send your subs to
me, Bob Whelan, at the address on the front cover.
To all those members who have paid promptly, many thanks.
From time to time I receive additional monies from members, and others. It is the policy of the
club to treat any payments received from members over and above the subscription for that year
or payments not clearly for club products as being donations to club funds. The club is most
grateful for such donations.

POSTBAG
From John G2FSR
Dear Neville
Thank you for taking the trouble to inform
me of CDXC. I have no hesitation in
submitting an application for membership.
Following two years of intensive HF
activity post-war, my occupation took me
away from amateur radio in the UK, and it is
only in the last ten years that activity has
been resumed. In consequence, I have been
well out of touch and have missed out on
what must be dozens of "new" countries.

160 dated 14/3/50 by DXCC. This latter
number of 100 plus has not been submitted,
although I do have the cards. It seems such
an expensive business now!
Noting too that you welcome input to the
Newsletter, if it happens to be of interest I
could relate experiences from Labuan
Island, North Borneo in 1945 as VS4/5JH

(yes please John - ed.).
Thanking you again for your interest.
John Hunt, G2FSR

However, I am still keen and have managed
to add around 100 to a confirmed total of
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(received by G3SWH with one of the 9MOC QSL cards)

NOTES OF CDXC AGM, JULY 4 th 1998, 12:15
Held at G3PJT QTH

Present: GOAPV, GOKRL, GOHXN, GOOPB, GOSPK, GOWAZ, G3OZF, G3KWK, G3PJT,
G3NKQ, G3NUG, G3PFS, G3PMR, G3PSM, G3SED, G3SJJ, G3TQD, G3WGV, G3ZAY,
G4FVK, G4IDL, G4JVG, G4RKO, G4PEL, G4PFF, G4SOZ, G4VXT, G6QQ
Apologies: GOSAH, G3ALI, G3CAQ, G3COJ, G3JNB, G3NKC, G3NOH, G3RFX, G3RTE,
G3WNI, G3XTT, G4CMT, G4LJF, G4OTY, G6LX, GI3FJX, HSO/G4JMB, MOAXP, 5B4AFB,
5B4AGC
Previous Minutes:

One amendment: In list of attendees, G3RWK should read G3KWK.
Motion that the minutes are otherwise a true record: Proposed GOHXN, seconded G4RKO.
Carried.
Chairman's Report:
Neville, G3NUG welcomed everyone to the AGM, and thanked Bob G3PJT and Rosemary for
their hospitality. Neville reviewed the year, the main points being as follows:
Marketing Initiatives

Two main initiatives in the year:
a) Mailing a flyer with the 9MOC cards - 5,000 so far, should reach over 8,000. Great work by
Phil G3SWH.
b) Mailed all those Gs who worked 9M0C + IOTA + DXCC group. (Around 500). Recently
completed.
Gained 25 new members in the past 2 months. Brian Hummerstone G3HBR sent a donation of
£25 but is not joining - very generous. Also, many useful mentions in RadCom, HRT etc. Every
9MOC article (around 10) has mentioned CDXC. WWW pages kept up to date.
Membership Numbers

Last year around 350 but this included 50+ on the trial 6 month scheme. Most re-joined as full
members. Now around 395 members. Only around 12 did not renew last year. All very
encouraging! We can now really to claim to represent the majority of active DXers in the UK.
DXpeditions Supported - 7 in total

Spratly (9MOC) (Has heightened the profile of the club very considerably); Lord Howe Is.
(VK9LX); Baker and Howland (KH1 - Various calls); St. Brandon (3B7RF); Campbell Is.
(ZL9CI); St Paul and Amsterdam Is. (FT5ZH); Rotuma (3D2DX/R).
All were matched by the RSGB DXpedition Fund. The GM DX Group has joined the
arrangement. Criteria and conditions for the funding of DXpeditions have been agreed and
published.
Social Scene

HF Convention last October - busy as ever.
Annual Dinner in March - talk on 9MOC. Excellent raffle - Thanks Yaesu, Nevada and Martin
Lynch & Son.
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bags without telling the passengers. They
promised to send them up at some time on
Sunday or Monday - which was not much
use as I was scheduled to leave on Tuesday
morning. There was a further glitch as Mike
Okimaw had been involved in a car crash in
southern Ontario that week and, although
unhurt, would not be back in Attawapiskat
until after my visit so I was on my own!

The canoe trip seemed the better bet as
Option 1 would have left me alone on the
island in polar bear country as well as being
extremely expensive. I did however receive
warnings from the previous expeditioners
that they had rejected the canoe idea because
of constant rough water in the Akimiski
Strait between the island and the mainland.
Organising the trip from the UK without any
local contacts in the area wasn't easy. My
approach was to call BT Directory Enquiries
and ask for telephone numbers for either the
"Band Office", "Hamlet Office", or police
station. In the event I was able to get a
number for the "Attawapiskat First Nation
Office" from the operator, and Garry,
VE3XN, tracked down a number for the
police station.

Saturday and Sunday were both reasonably
calm, and hunting groups travelled out to
Akimiski both days. But I was effectively
confined to Attawapiskat's little hotel as my
indoor shoes were not up to the muddy
tracks and dirt roads in the village. Air
Creebec's largest plane, an HS748,
eventually turned up at 2300 on Sunday
carrying my bags but the weather
immediately changed for the worse and
although I had managed to find a guide with
all the necessary equipment he wisely
declined to set out in the gale force winds
that arrived on Monday morning.

Calling the First Nation number, I was
answered by one of the town officials, Mike
Okimaw, who assured me that canoe trips to
Akimiski were no problem as many of the
villagers went there to camp or hunt. Ile
agreed to arrange a guide and a generator
and would have them waiting for me on
arrival.

Garry, VE3XN, made several calls to the
Canadian weather forecasting service and it
seemed that Tuesday would be fine with
almost no wind so I changed my Air
Creebec flights to omit a sightseeing day in
Moosonee and had my guide lined up for an
early departure. Unfortunately we didn't get
away until around mid-day as the
Attawapiskat river is tidal and just a muddy
creek at low water. With high tide at around
1300 and at least a one hour journey to the
island I had a choice of operating for one
hour and returning on the same tide or
operating for about 8 hours and returning
after midnight on the next tide. My Cree
guide, Marius Kataquapit, claimed he could
get back OK in the dark but said he would
prefer to wait until the next day - an
impossibility as I had to catch the 0730
flight back to Timmins or face buying new
tickets to London.

I had planned to operate from Monhegan
Island off the coast of Maine just prior to the
VE8 trip but found the FT890 had died on
me. The problem, which must come close to
being a design weakness, was that the circuit
board pin was connected directly to the rear
of the antenna socket and had worked loose
with the frequent insertions and removals of
the PL259 connector. This was fairly easily
remedied once I'd bought a 110 volt
soldering iron - which unfortunately had to
wait until I was back on the mainland.
I eventually reached Attawapiskat on Air
Creebec's little 19 seater plane around 1300
on Saturday August 15th to find that my
bags (with all my wet weather/outdoor
clothing and some critical parts of the
station) had been left behind at Timmins in
I southern Ontario. The pilots said there had
been a lot of extra freight to carry and the
despatcher had opted to dump some of the

The journey out was trouble free and the
water in James Bay was calm as we roared
out past the white crosses marking the river
entrance. Freighter canoes are about 20 feet
35

1591 QSOs from Rhodes in the 28 hours
QRV:-

Band 40 30 20

70 DXCC countries
278 JA QSOs
199 UA3 QSOs
136 UB5 QSOs
84 UA9 QSOs
83 OK QSOs
70 SP QSOs
66 G/GM QSOs
55 USNE QSOs

17

15 12 10

Convention '98

Total QSOs 1590, QRV operating time
28hrs.

Bookings coming in well - over 45 already. Accommodation is limited - particularly rooms with
the larger beds. Book soon. Excellent programme already arranged. We are planning an HF
village.

Two evenings before we left we arranged a
rendezvous with Nikos SV5TH in Rhodes
Town at the gathering point for amateurs
here in the summer evenings, the Helena
Hotel. We also met Nikos SV5VR, Mike
SV5DDP and another SV5 Emanuel. I got
on great with SV5TH who I have QSOed
many times under his home call and during
contests. Nikos has quite a station, including
a 120ft home-made tower, and he has
invited me back in November as the 10m
operator for the CQWW CW Contest when
we will enter the multi-multi section as
J45T. It's a terrific opportunity, and one I
had no difficulty in accepting!

The most-worked G stations were G3MCS
and GONXX on 3 bands. JI1NIB and
JI-14NWT were worked on 4 bands and
UT5JAJ was worked on 5 bands. The only
G worked on 12m was G3IEW, 30m GENT
and 40m G3IY. Only VEIGN was worked
on 40m (no USA). ZL4JT and ZL2UW were
both worked on 30m long-path. The only G
heard, but not raised, on 10m was G4BUO.

First Northern Dinner in Harrogate on 19 September. Details in the NL.

QSOs 42 74 585 434 335 84 36

Grateful thanks go to Bob G3ZEM for the
loan of the equipment and to Judy, my XYL,
for tolerating my enthusiasm for DXing.

Awards
We are having a look at our awards. We are not getting enough publicity for the CQ WW
Contest awards and very little interest in the Pennallt Trophy.
We have also launched the IOTA Millennium Programme, which we are running for the RSGB this should bring valuable publicity and, most importantly, should be great fun.
Contesters' Hall of Fame
Roger G3SXW elected at Dayton - great news.
Newsletter
Bren is retiring as Editor after 2 years. We are now planning a new look to the NL. Covers
available here. Will also be printing the photos on glossy paper. It's not yet economic to go to
full offset-litho printing. Don G3XTT has agreed to take over - great news. (Subject to the vote of course)
Committee and Officers
Alan G3PMR is retiring as a Vice-Chairman and Secretary. Sterling work for 6 years. Barry
G4RKO has kindly agreed to take over as Secretary (Subject also to the vote).
Bill G3CAQ has agreed to continue as Awards Manager.

DXPEDITION TO AKIMISKI ISLAND

-

"CQING WITH THE CREE"

by Martin Atherton, G3ZAY/NU2L

Having missed out on a VE8 IOTA trip in
1997 I was determined to return to the
Canadian North during the summer of 1998.
My first choice of destination was Somerset
Island, an all-time IOTA "new one", where
a Calgary firm runs a summer camp in July
and August. This fell through at the last
minute when a film crew which had booked
the camp for most of the season cancelled its
project. The owners then couldn't get
enough new bookings to justify opening the
place up and decided to leave it in mothballs
this year.

time, it was quite an attractive idea.
Logistically there seemed to be two options
- both involving a local airline, Air Creebec,
to get to villages on the coast of James Bay:
• Option 1. Fly in and out by float plane
from Moosonee (300 mile round trip),
and rent all necessary camping gear, at a
cost of around £700+.
• Option 2. Cross by freighter canoe with a
guide from the Cree Indian village of
Attawapiskat at a cost of around £150.
(Attawapiskat, one of around 20
villages/reservations in the James Bay
area is 10 miles up the Attawapiskat
river, the mouth of which is
approximately 10 miles from the nearest
point on Akimiski, making a 20 mile
journey in total.)

Plan B was planted in my mind a year or so
back by John Kay, G3AAE, who observed
that the first expedition to Akimiski Island
(NA-207) had worked relatively few
Europeans. As I had missed out on this one
through being up in Iceland at the critical
34

Our thanks to the retiring members of the Committee and Officers, namely Alan and Bren.
Secretary's Report:

As Neville had given a complete review of the last twelve months, there was nothing new to add.
Alan G3PMR gave an overview of the Secretary's main duties.
Main tasks are: Organise Committee meetings, AGM, Summer Social, Annual Dinner, manning
rota for HF Convention, CDXC display at HF Convention, assist with Northern Dinner, process
new member applications, maintain membership list, e-mail list. Write Secretary's Update and
Welcome items for NewsLetter. Sell CDXC goods. Liaise with CDXC clothing suppliers, plus
whatever additional tasks the Committee allocates!

Treasurer's Report
Bob G3PJT presented the audited accounts for the period April 1997-March 1998. See separate
page for details. Bob thanked all those members who have made donations over and above their
subscription. Bob also thanked the Auditor, Martin G3ZAY, for his work.
Motion to accept accounts: Proposed GOWAZ. Seconded GOOPB. Carried.
Bob recommended that the subscription remain unchanged for the new year.
Motion to maintain the subscription at its current level: Proposed G4PFF, seconded G6QQ.
Carried.
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permitted some operation during the
night without disturbing Judy.

Election of Officers
At this point, the entire Committee resigned, as required by the Constitution. John, G3WGV,
presided over the election. Only one nomination had been received by the outgoing Secretary for
each position. Results of the election were as follows:
President:

G3OZF

Proposed

GOWAZ

Seconded

GOOPB

Unanimous

Chairman:

G3NUG

Proposed

G4VXT

Seconded

GOKRL

Unanimous

Vice Chairman:

G4JVG

Proposed

G4PFF

Seconded

G3SED

Unanimous

Secretary:

G4RKO

Proposed

G3PFS

Seconded

G3OZF

Unanimous

Treasurer:

G3PJT

Proposed

G4PFF

Seconded

GOWAZ

Unanimous

Newsletter Editor:

G3XTT

Proposed

G4RK0

Seconded

G3OZF

Unanimous

Committee Member: G3SED

Proposed

G3PSM

Seconded

G3OPB

Unanimous

Following the election of the Committee for 1998/99 Neville, G3NUG as newly elected
Chairman, took the chair again.
Election of Auditor
Auditor:

G3ZAY

Proposed G3PJT

Seconded

G3WGV Unanimous

AOB
There was no other business.
The Chairman closed the meeting at 12:50.

Alan Jubb, July 7th, 1998

Leicester Show

Don't forget the Leicester show on 25/26 September at Castle Donington. Talks of HF interest
include "QRP & Home Construction" by G4DVW of Lake Electronics, and "Improving your
Performance at HF Contesting" by G3SJJ of the RSGB HF Contests Committee.
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Fortunately it survived the hold OK,.
We arrived in Kalithea, Rhodes at 4.00am
local time on the Thursday, so it was
impossible to see the "lie of the land" as
regards siting the antenna. Daylight came
and, unlike the operation in Crete, the
situation was far from ideal. We were in the
middle of a three storey block, however
there was a balcony and a flat roof above
some sort of storage facility. I lashed the
10m pole to the 3ft balcony rail with nylon
rope, and just managed to get the Doublet
out as an inverted-vee with one end of it
between apartment blocks and the other in
the clear. The MFJ ATU matched it without
difficulty - 52ft of twin feeder seemed a
good compromise on most bands, however
due to the absence of any earth I had to be
careful not to touch the metal surrounds of
the ATU tuning knobs on certain bands if I
wanted to avoid RF burns to my finger ends.
I decided not to seek permission to operate
amateur radio from the apartment - the
complex was quite large, 76 apartments and
a 120 bedroom hotel, and I felt it would take
some time before I would be given a
decision. This turned out to be the right
move, no questions were asked as I got on
with the job of operating and preparing for
the IOTA test in 2 days' time.

2. I would enter the IOTA Contest CW
section and operate for the full 12 hours.
3. Outside the contest I wanted to make as
many QSOs as I could, so I decide to
operate for short periods of one or two
hours most days outside the contest.
First problem was the lack of a portable
transceiver small enough to fit into the hand
luggage. My good friend Bob G3ZEM
helped out here and loaned me his Kenwood
TS50. Coupled to his superb Kenwood
TS40 switched-mode PSU it made a great
combination. It even had the essential
500Hz filter installed and performed
faultlessly. The only very minor drawback
with the TS50 being that it took about 3
seconds to narrow the bandwidth from
within the on-screen menu - something I
became accustomed to. The PSU was
amazing. Less than half the weight of the
TS50, no interference and it ran extremely
cool in very hot conditions (unlike the
TS50!). The whole package weighed in at
4.9kg - just inside the hand baggage limit
for flying. For an antenna I used the KISS
method. I had recently purchased an
MFJ969 300W ATU for this purpose (I
avoid using a tuner at the home QTH), and
one of the 10m long fibreglass portable
masts by DK9SQ now available in the UK.
made up a 40m doublet fed via 300 ohm
ribbon for an antenna and decided to
concentrate on 40 through to 10m, with as
much WARC operation as possible
depending on conditions and whether I had
sufficient motivation to operate at the
unsociable hours needed for 7 and 10MHz.
For keying I took my Samson ETM9C keyer
and outboard Bencher twin paddle. We flew
on a Charter Air 2000 A320 Airbus - great
flight both ways. Even the in-flight meals
were excellent! One minor hitch, though,
was my lm long telescopic mast. To avoid
damage I wanted to take this on board as
hand luggage - not possible as they strictly
applied the "one item per passenger" rule.

It was usual to generate a stream of callers
within 5 minutes of calling CQ. Single-hop
QSOs with UB5 UA SP etc were the order
of the day, but the double-hop path to JA
was excellent. The path to USA was quite
difficult, which explains SV5's position
quite well up the most-wanted list - K3Z0
Fred was first in the log, and I found the
only half-decent path with the equipment
available was on 14MHz during night-time
hours. I never went searching for station, I
just called CQ and the multiplier score
suffered for it accordingly in the Contest! I
did work 29 Gs out of the 615 QSOs in the
contest, so it wasn't all bad. Outside of the
Test I made another 975 QSOs before
packing up the station on the morning that
we left the island. A few statistics out of the
33

expected operations by taking DXNS and
subscribing to various Internet reflectors.
Many island operations concentrate entirely
on CW and SSB phone, a few include
RTTY in their operating schedule, 9MOC
was the best example I can remember,
treating RTTY as an equal mode.

of providing us armchair appliance operators
with a new one. If you are modern enough
to use a computer for logging, you only
need a few bits of wire and one extra, small
black box and you could make a lot more
people happy with a little bitty ritty, not
least of all this humble scribe. The mode has
made a lot of changes over the past 10 years
including real-time on-line logging. They
have even disposed of the terminal unit if
you have a sound card in the PC. and really
have made it difficult for you to refuse the
offer.

News of a planned operation from an un
worked island with no mention of intended
modes to be used offers the hope RTTY
could be among them. A careful search is
then carried out with the hope of identifying
one of the operators as known to have used
RTTY in the past. If an e-mail address is
included, a polite enquiry is sent. I work on
the theory, if they are aware of the need they
may just oblige.
I appreciate RTTY as a mode has a minority
following, evidenced by the low percentage
of the overall QSO figures in any operation
from a rare DX or IOTA location, but
believe me, those others as daft as me, and
there are quite a few, who prefer to plough a
lonely furrow, are just as dedicated and
committed as any CW or SSB freak. We
probably have to be even more committed
than most as our opportunities are fewer and
shorter but I refrain from making a song and
dance about that as it adds to the thrill of the
chase and feeling of achievement when you
get into the log. Whatever the language "DX
IS".
Perhaps here would be a good place to make
a plea to those among you, rich enough or
lucky enough to travel to far off isolated
islands for the often uncomfortable pleasure

Friday
1830 IOTA Drinks Reception & Buffet

Saturday
Lecture steam 1
1015 - 1230 IOTA developments and DXpedition presentations - IOTA Committee and others
• H75A DXpedition to Venados Island Nicaragua - a new IOTA by Mike Crownover, AD5A
1330 -1430 9MOC DXpedition slides and video presentation - Neville Cheadle, G3NUG
1445 - 1545 Practical HF Linear:, Ross Clare, GW3NWS
1600 - 1700 160m Aerial talk (to be agreed)

Lecture stream 2
tots - 1115 "In Practice Live", Ian White, G3SEK, Andy Talbot, G4JNT and Simon Kahn, GOSTU

Unlike other digital modes, RTTY has
stayed the course and is probably in better
shape now than ever. I find it very
interesting meeting fellow keyboarders who
have returned to the mode following several
years absence. When they left it was a steam
driven interest before the advent of the
computer. I am never surprised when they
confirm it is still the same old friendly,
relaxed mode they left many years ago.

Sunday

de Bob GOARF. Eard island.

HOLIDAY DXPEDITION TO RHODES,
July 22'd - August 5" 7, SV5/G4OBK, IOTA EU-001
believe this. I didn't want to ruin the
holiday, so we made a few agreements
before we set out:
1. The operation would be 100% CW more practical when operating from a
single room studio apartment. I would
wear headphones at all times. This
32

9 - 11 October 1998

A couple of things about RTTY when
compared to SSB phone, we are bandwidth
friendly and don't have to rely on the
national grid to make sure we get into the
log. The biggest slot we have on most bands
is 10 KHz, and I have never felt the need to
use an amplifier. OK I have missed a
couple, but more than my maximum 100
watts wouldn't have solved the problem.

I am not trying to convert any of you, just
letting you know we are still here having as
much fun as the rest of you.

In 1994 I operated for one week from Crete
and decided that in a future trip to the Greek
islands it would have to be Rhodes. SV5 is
higher up the wanted list than SV9. It was
pure coincidence that the holiday was
booked to overlap the IOTA contest somehow Judy my XYL didn't seem to

RSGB 1998 HF and IOTA Convention

1130 -1230 How to make a DSP devices work - a newcomer's guide, Andy Talbot, G4JNT
1330 - 1430 HF Contest Trophy Presentation
1445 - 1545 HF Contest Forum
1600 - 1700 NCDXF Receiver design, Bob Whelan, G3PJT

Special Forum room
1330 -1700 LF Forum (73 and 136kHz bands), John Gould G3WKL
1930 (for 2000) DX Dinner, with Master of Ceremonies Brendan O'Brian, GOUCT.

Lecture Stream 1
0945 - 1045 HF radios - current offerings and likely developments - Martin Lynch, G4FIKS
1100 - 1200 38 7FR DXpedition presentation, Karl Graetser f1B9.1A1/4XIDF
1230 Young Amateur of the Year (1998) Presentation
1330 - 1430 DXCC 2000 Programme, Bill Kennamer, K5FUV
1445 - 1545 The H4OAA Temotu story by top DXer, Wayne Mills, N7NG
1600 Raffle

Lecture Stream 2
0945 - 1045 Solar Cycle 23, Gwyn Williams, G4FICH
1100 - 1200 Sunspots, Martin Atherton, G3ZAY
1330 -1430 Solar eclipse '99 propagation experiment, Dr Ruth Bamford, Rutherford Appleton Labs.
1445 - 1545 Towers: safety & maintenance, Dave Rowley, Strumech
1600 Raffle (in lecture room for stream 1)

In addition to the above programme there will much to interest HF enthusiasts. We are creating an
"HF Village" which will include the following:
Martin Lynch and Son
RSGB bookstall
40m. station using Yaesu FT-1000MP, VL-1000 linear amplifier and a four-square antenna.
CDXC (Chiltern DX Club) - The UK DX Foundation
RSGB IOTA Committee with demonstrations of IOTAMEM
Several RSGB committees
Morse tests
DXCC checking
Demonstrations of Station Master
CW pile-up competition using the Kansas City Club tape
Bar (Open all day from 12:00)
In addition a meeting of the UK Cluster Sysops is also being arranged to take place over the weekend
of the Convention.
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STARTING AGAIN
Ger Akse GOUVR/PAOAXE
My last QTH in Holland, before moving to England in April '93, was in a beautiful spot,
certainly seen through the eyes of a radio ham. A decent house with a detached building serving
as shack, set in the corner of a 1.5 acre plot. Neighbours far enough away and, anyway, all
connected to a leak-free cable system for radio and TV reception. I had a fine working
homebrew 3-element cubical quad on top of a 60ft tower, a full-sized inverted-vee dipole for
I60m, doubling as two half waves in phase for 80m, with its top at 20m high, and a 4-element
phased array for 40m in preparation.
I was pretty sure that, if I had stayed there long enough, I would have completed my 5BDXCC.
However, it was not to be. Knowing that my first location in England ruled out use, and even
storage of my tower and quad, I sold both (reluctantly). So I took only the dipole and my holiday
vertical (extendible from 6 to 25ft) to England. The first year I used to get settled, and only
occasionally I put the vertical up, working as G/PAOAXE. In November '94 we moved to our
present location, a lovely spot in the countryside between Pickering and Scarborough. My xyl
loved the place from first sight. I had some objections. The house and garden needed an awful
lot doing. The loft, which was destined to be my future shack, was not insulated, had no floor
boards, and no window. To sort that problem, I realised, would merely be a matter of time, and
patience is a good thing. My second objection was of a more serious nature. Where to put my
antennas! One part of the garden gives splendid views over the Vale of Pickering, so no tower
and no antennas there. Another part of the garden is a nice wood. Mature Ashes, Beech,
Chestnut, etc. A couple of trees is nice, especially when very tall and at a decent distance from
one another (in terms of wavelength). Too many trees, as we've got, however, is more a
hindrance than a help for a radio ham. The remaining part of the garden would suit me fine.
However, Yorkshire Electric has selected that part in the past to supply us with mains, of course
by means of overhead power lines! The solution is basically simple. Ignoring the cost, the
overhead lines can be replaced with underground cable. Maybe I'll have that done, sometime in
the future. For the time being I decided to make use of the open spaces in and at the edge of the
wood, starting with 40 and 80m, possibly 160m as well. Ruling out a long and high enough
dipole, good for DX, because of the trees, and also ruling out a (top loaded) vertical as I wanted,
if possible, to be independent of an extensive buried radial system, I found myself in the
situation that a magnetic loop might be the answer. Hence, studying the subject, you soon find
out that the shape and the circumference of the loop, size of diameter of the loop conductor and
quality of the tuning capacitor all contribute to the efficiency of the system. Knowing that the
loop had to be fairly big to be efficient I decided on an octagon for the shape. Far easier than
bending a circle, and easy to construct with the help of 45 degree plumbers elbows. Earlier
conversion from tank-gas to natural gas had provided me with a good stock of 22mm O.D.
copper tubing. So shape and conductor size were fixed.
To facilitate calculation of theoretical performance of the loop I wrote a computer program. You
key in the lowest and highest band you want the loop to work on, the shape of the loop (circle,
octagon or square), number of turns, circumference, size of conductor diameter and applied
power and you get all the information you need. The table below shows the results of a loop with
the design parameters I used.
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previously.

and originally you could only get there by
boat. It now has a small airstrip for light
aircraft. The island is avoided by mariners
because of the piracy that abounds in that
area. I have flown over it many times but
not for the past nine or 10 years, so my
memory is a little dim on its size, but it is
quite substantial probably about 20 miles by
about 8 miles at its widest part. It would be
a certainty for a new DXCC Entity."

From W3UR's The Daily DX: In the
Monday issue it was reported that the Royal
Omani Amateur Radio Society would be
hosting the Minister of Communications of
Yemen. These negotiations between Oman
and Yemen have been going on for several
years. The purpose of the meeting was to
help establish Amateur Radio in the ARRL's
# 4 most wanted country and to have a
possible DXpedition to Socotra Island.
Tony, A45ZN, gives the following details
about this old DXCC Entity.

Your editor (W3UR) took a crude
measurement with a map of Yemen and
Socotra Island. It does seem to be just over
the 350 kilometre distance. This is exciting
news with the possibility of activating a top
ten country and the possibility of a new
DXCC Entity. Keep your fingers crossed
and standby for more news on this one.

"Socotra Island is unique in that it is
somewhere between 368 or 378 Kilometres
from its nearest parent country (Yemen) but
not only that it is another continent (Africa).
This island is just a long red rocky plateau
rising out of the sea on the Horn of Africa

One Man's Meat.
Bob GOARF

Like all members, I am a DX chaser with
the sole aim of DXCC Honour Roll.

quite emphatically, if you ever work me on
HF CW it just has to be someone else.

Once you reach the 300 mark, new countries
become harder to find and work, so if, like
me, you need that regular burst of
adrenaline, the only alternative providing an
equal challenge and reward has to be the
IOTA programme. At least when you get to
300 you are not even half way to the end
game, which means there is more chance of
my sell-by date coming up before IOTA700.

The IOTA bug started in 1993, when I
realised I could already flash at least 100
island cards, as many of the DX countries in
my confirmed box were also good for an
IOTA credit. Since then the addiction has
grown into my primary preoccupation, at
least until one of my "most needed" shows
up, many of which are islands anyway.
The great attraction of IOTA for me is the
unexpected discovery and pleasure I get
when a bog standard callsign turns out to be
coming from a previously un-worked island
and not even listed in DXNS or other wellinformed DX news bulletin. LU7DW for
instance, wouldn't normally attract more
than a passing glance. Give him a quick
hello and you discover he is on Martin
Garcia SA-055. WB2RQW would probably
turn out to be just another Yank from New
York. This one wasn't, he was on holiday on
St. Helena NA-I10. I keep abreast of

To most of you, IOTA-400 or even 500 may
not seem such a big deal, but if I tell you I
was first ever IOTA-100 and, I believe,
again first ever IOTA-200 and my current
ambition is to get IOTA-300, even if not the
first, you may get an inkling I am either
doing something wrong or perhaps different.
Wrong ?, maybe, different 7, most certainly.
You see I don't use a microphone and
haven't used a key on any band but 2 metres,
I do it all on RTTY. I am thus able to state
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hams and non-hams around the world will
have the opportunity to view and study the
activities of a DXpedition as they happen.

Go to the "zoo" and watch some mad
contesters doing their crazy work - online
and on the air. Feed the wild animals (give
'em points) and watch how they react.
When? August 8 (0000 UTC) ... August 9
(2400 UTC) [during WAE = Worked All
Europe DX Contest CW]

In addition to live ON-THE-AIR logs, the
PrairieDX web site will include Amateur
Radio related links, featured information
regarding the islands of St. Pierre and
Miquelon, plus updated photographs and
sound files from the DXpedition.

Call: *DAOFF* (at DL6FBL's QTH)
You can see DJ9MH (Hajo), DL1MFL
(Markus), DL2CC (Frank), DL2ZAV (Udo),
DL4NAC (Martin), DL6FBL (Ben) and
some other young SWLs/computer kids.

This, unique, VIRTUAL DXpedition will
afford hams the opportunity to immediately
verify their contact with a DX station. We
also hope that this Internet application will
draw some crossover attention from the
general Internet user thereby promoting
Amateur Radio."

Design Parameters and Performance of Loop
Band (s) : 160 80 40
Shape : Octagon, turns 1, c'cumf. 12.00 m, leglength 1.50m, height 3.92m
Conductor : diam 22 mm.
Band

160
80

1. Find us on the air.
2. Get on the Internet and point your
browser at http://www.boc.de .

John G3WGV comments: Work 'em, then go
on the web at
http://www.prairiecix.com/welcome.htm and
see your QSO displayed within about 2
minutes! Very impressive - I was forced to
work them on SSB to prove the point!!!
Turns out they have sponsorship from the
local Public Telecomms Operator and are
not paying for the phone line and ISP
charges, so they just keep the link open 24
hours a day. I hate to think what the 9MOC
satellite phone bill would have been if we
had tried that stunt. Still... impressive for all
that and a superb demonstration of Amateur
Radio and the Internet working in cooperation. Needless to say yours truly is
scratching his head and thinking hard about
how he might do something even more
remarkable next time!

40

Freq.
MHz
1.800
2.000
3.500
3.800
7.000
7.100

Rad.Res
LossRes
Ohm
0.0005
0.007
0.068
.095
1.089
1.153

Applied power : 100 watt
LossRes

Effic'y

Ohm%
0.061
0.064
0.085
0.088
0.120
0.121

%
7.3
10.2
44.6
51.7
90.1
90.5

dB
- 11.4
-9.9
-3.5
-2.9
-0.5
-0.4

Tune_C

Voltage

Q

Bandw.

PF
603
482
136
110
10
8

kV
10.9
11.6
13.8
13.7
9.8
9.7

1062
1085
886
803
224
216

kHz
1.7
1.8
4.0
4.7
31.3
32.9

3. For live video, choose "Server push" or
"Java image".

Considering the h'gh value of the capacitor need to resonate the loop on 160m and the low
efficiency predicted for that band, I decided not to bother with 160m.

4. Watch us for a while...

Normal capacitors are ruled out because of the lossy sliding contact between rotor and stator. So
I needed a split stator with a value of 8 - 136 pF, good for about 15 kV. Hard to find! Fortunately
Cirkit sells capacitors 13 - 500pF with a voltage rating of 7.8kV. Putting two of those in series,
you end up with the equivalent of a split stator 6.5 - 250pF, good for twice 7.8kV.

5. If you are not in Europe - call in and
work us.
6. If you are online, sign "WEB" after your
report (like '599 001 WEB').
7. The crew will do funny things you can
watch on the web.
Send us an Email and tell us what you think
about our crazy team
(mailto:dl6fbl@boc.de)

I chose to feed the loop with a Faraday loop, for supposedly better coupling into the main loop. I
used a length of 1.60m brass tubing of 6mm dia. Bent into an 8 x 20 cm octagonal shape for the
inner conductor of the Faraday loop, covered that with heat-shrink sleeving and put braid and
outer sleeve of W103 co-axial cable around that.
The loop looks like this

g,c

Le..1 1-4,

I.

ex- -

Any comments (before and after the contest)
are welcome:

elbsoS

mailto:d16fbl@boc.de. Thanks for your
patience. 73 de Ben DL6FBL

8,1

NEW DXCC ENTITIES?

On a related topic, did any of you follow
this one:

An official Press Release from the ARRL
brings the news that, under the new DXCC
rules, the Temotu Islands (H40) have been
added to the DXCC country (entity) list, and
cards will be accepted from October 1 No
news yet on the Austral or Marquesas
Islands. Also, the voters of St.Kitts did not
vote by a sufficient majority to secede from
Nevis, so we are unlikely to see a new
DXCC entity emerge there, although
St.Kitts will gain more autonomy than

"Hi! This is Ben, DL6FBL. If you like
contest and fun, you may like the following:
Announcing: Watch-a-Contest live on
Internet

Pure fun: A WebCamera in the shack !
Let's try something *NEW*. I dunno, if
anybody else ever did it before - but we do it
now:
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The capacitors are driven with a two-speed slow-motion drive, turning the capacitors over 180°
in about 18 sec in the fast and in 42 sec in the slow mode. Micro-switches at both ends reverse
the motor direction automatically. Timing is very sharp, even in slow-mode you overshoot
before you know.
The formulas I used must be pretty good. I have found that theory and practice coincide nicely.
The antenna worked fine from scratch. SWR over the entire bands 1 : 1 on 80m and 1 : 1.2 on
40m, when properly tuned.
Results
To be truthful, I had no great expectations, certainly not when it comes to DX. That proved to be
wrong. With 100W the antenna puts out a strong signal over the UK and the whole of Europe on
both bands. All contacts were made in SSB.
On 80m I worked VY2 with 59 reports on either side. In an 80m DX net I got a 44 report from a
VK (Perth), receiving him 58. Unfortunately, having to repeat my suffix for the third time, the
net controller intervened and shut me off. On 40m SSB I worked the following countries:
Country
received
9K2
59
5B4
59
J45
59
TA
55
VU
56
Urn convinced that if I had
worked more DX.

given
HSO
55
59
59
VO1
57/8
59+20
59
4X50
58
58
59
4U1
59
59
58
YV5
54
58
55
FM5
57
58
been more active and at the right times of the day I would have

Not bad at all for such a small antenna, I think. If anybody is interested in this antenna, I will
answer questions as far as I can with pleasure, and if anybody wants the program send me a 3.5"
diskette and an SASE and I will make you a copy.

lower than the last one, which was 176, in
February 1991. Most CDXC members will
remember how good conditions were then.
But I wonder how many remember the peak
in January 1958, which had a T-index of no
less than 196? This is the highest recorded
figure in the database, which goes back to
January 1938!

familiar terms, -2 equates to a 10cm solar
flux level of 66, 1 = 68, 83 = 128, 162 =
225, and a T-index of 196 is equivalent to a
10cm solar flux level of no less than 282!
It's fun playing around with programs like
ASAPS: if I had had a licence when I was
two years and seven months old, I would
have had a 99% chance of working KH6s on
10m long path for three hours every day!
The great days of DXing will surely return
and whilst it looks unlikely that we will
experience a repeat of what must have been
truly amazing conditions in the late 50s, we
can look forward to some great 10m
propagation in only about one year's time.
Time to get those 10m beams out.

Looking at recent minima, the last minimum
was a T-Index of 1 in June 1996, so we have
already climbed quite a way up the slope,
even though it may not seem like it when
you tune across a dead 10 metre band!
However, back in June and July 1954 the Tindex was -2 - who remembers those
doldrums, I wonder?
To put these T-indices in perhaps more

NEWS ITEMS
Good News?

DX REFLECTOR

"Today's (10th August) reported Solar Flux
exceeded 150 for the first time since March,
1993. Stations from the East Coast of the
US were working Europe and the Pacific
Ocean on 10 metres yesterday."

The newly revived DX Reflector is now run
by the North Jersey DX Association
(http://www.njdxa.org ). DX-NEWS is a
mailing list (reflector) devoted to the
discussion of DX. If you want to subscribe,
send a message to listserv@ierseycape.net
and place subscribe dx-news in the body of
your message. If you have any questions or
problems send a message to Steve Adell,
KF2TI (KF2Tl@planet.net )

WB2YQH WARC Bands Award

HF TRIBANDER PERFORMANCE, TEST METHODS AND RESULTS
(Reviewed by Don Field, G3XTT)

In the last Newsletter, both Neville and I
mentioned a talk which had been given at
Visalia, comparing results from a selection
of popular triband antennas. I am delighted
to say that the authors, H. Ward Silver
NOAX and Steve Morris K7LXC, have
provided me, on behalf of CDXC, with a
review copy of their report.

results were meaningful, but you would
need to read the report in full to understand
the exact conditions under which the tests
were made and, therefore, what the results
might mean for your own situation.
The antennas tested were a Force 12 C3, a
Moseley TA-33, 2-element Gem quad,
KLM KT-34XA, Bencher Skyhawk (a new
antenna, which I have yet to see mentioned
in the UK), a Hy-Gain TH-7DX, a TH-6DX
with the TH-7 modification, and a Hy-Gain
TH-11. Measurements included gain,
bandwidth, beamwidth and front-to-back.
There is also an assessment of
ease/complexity of assembly. The gain

The report runs to over 60 pages in all (41
pages plus Annexes), and sets out in detail
the methodology which the authors used,
their results, and conclusions. Antenna
comparisons are notoriously difficult, but of
endless interest to amateurs. The authors
went to considerable lengths to ensure their
16

CDXC member Bob Nadolny, WB2YQH,
has written with details of the WARC Bands
Century Award, being sponsored by The
59(9) DXReport which Bob publishes. The
WARC Bands Century Plaque and Century
Certificate are for working 100 countries on
each of the three WARC bands, with no
time limits (though "deleted" countries do
not qualify). QSL cards need not be sent,
simply a log extract, certified by two other
amateurs to verifying that QSLs are in your
possession. Send $1 or 2 IRCs for an
application form. The certificate itself costs
$5, cost of the plaque is additional.
Applications go to PO Box 73, Spring
Brook, NY 14140, USA. Bob can also be
reached at the599rpt@aol.com if you
have any queries.

REAL TIME LOGGING
I wonder if any of you spotted this
announcement prior to the recent FP
expedition?
"For the first time ever, REAL TIME
LOGGING, from an Amateur Radio
DXpedition, via an Internet Web site,
http://www.prairiedx.com
The Prairie DX Group, will be operating
FP/N9PD, from Miquelon Island, NA-032,
August 26th- Sept 2nd. As contacts are
made with stations from around the world,
this activity will be reflected on the group's
web page, within minutes. For the first time,
29

USA.
[4] QST October 1997, Helmut Zurneck DL4FBI describes an automated reception programme
for the TS870.
Web pages
NCDXF beacon page is at http://www.NCDXF.ORG/beacon.htm
Automated reception reports from the HAARP monitoring station are at :http://w3.nrInavy.mil/mon/bscan.html or //w3.nrl.navy.millhaarp.html
Jamie Pye, ZL2NN, at pyejam@topnz.ac.nz also has a semi-automated procedure, details and
results at http://www.nzart.org.n7Jnzart/ar_wwiliandbcomlog.html.

figures are not always what you would
expect, and in the tests the C-3 came out
remarkably well considering its size and
weight. Of the larger tribanders, the
Skyhawk had the highest total gain (gain on
each band, added together), but there were
significant variations by band. Of course,
one of the caveats has to be that these were
random samples of the antennas concerned,
with results that may not be typical, but

nevertheless the report makes fascinating
reading, and is certainly a significant step
forward on the largely anecdotal material I
have seen previously.
The report is sold by Champion Radio
Products. Ordering information is available
at http://www.championradio.com or 888833-3104. The price is $15.00 + shipping,
which to Europe is $2.50 surface mail, $5
airmail.

ARRL Proposes Simplified Amateur License Structure
When will Cycle 23 Peak?
by Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG

Readers of Ham Radio Today (I have to get
a plug in somewhere!) will have seen that an
American academic is predicting that the
present solar cycle will peak next year, i.e.
in 1999. For those of you, who - like me feel that cycle 23 has yet to really get out of
its trough, August 1998 (when this is being
written) seems startlingly close to the date
when conditions are predicted to start
deteriorating again!

has published a database of what they call
their 'T-indices', both historical and
predicted. This means you can run
predictions not just for any path in the
world, but for any date in the past, and even more interestingly - for any date in the
future, up to the end of 2006. The T-index
equates roughly to solar flux (so the higher
the T-index, the better HF propagation can
be expected), although IPS say the T-index
provides a more accurate prediction than
simply using a solar flux figure. The Tindex is now published on the Internet (at
http://www.ips.gov/au/asaps/tindices.html)
and even if you do not have the ASAPS
program, it still makes interesting reading.

Such people can be reassured that, according
to the Australian government's IPS Radio
and Space Services, the peak in the solar
cycle will not be until March 2000. It is IPS
Radio and Space Services which wrote the
ASAPS ('Advanced Stand Alone Prediction
Service') F-layer propagation prediction
program, which we used to such good effect
on the 9M0C DXpedition. Members will
recall that, using ASAPS, we made up
propagation prediction charts for each band
for all the major paths of interest to us, i.e.
Layang Layang to London, Layang Layang
to New York, and so on. Then, day by day,
we plotted actual QSOs made against the
predictions and, lo and behold!, by the end
of the DXpedition the two graphs matched
remarkably accurately. Thus, ASAPS has a
good pedigree.

For example, the T-index for August 1998 is
predicted as being 83 (like the sunspot
number, the precise T-index figure can only
be confirmed several months after the
event). It is predicted to rise to 162 in
February and March 2000, then gradually
decline to a minimum of 8 between October
and December 2006. However, it doesn't fall
to the present level, 83, again until February
2003. This means we can reasonably expect
conditions to be better than they are now for
the next four and a half years, before they
get worse again.

One reason I like using ASAPS is that IPS

The next predicted peak of 162 is somewhat
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The ARRL Board has agreed to propose a
simplified Amateur Radio licensing
structure with four classes. Lengthy
discussion and debate during the Board's
meeting July 16-18 led to majority support
for a plan for four written examination
elements to establish amateurs' operational
and technical qualifications instead of the
present five, and two Morse code
examination elements instead of the present
three.

Novice would become Class C. The
expansion of the telephony sub-bands would
result from "refarming" of the Novice CW
bands that are no longer required for their
original purpose.
The third step would be known as Class B
and would convey the privileges of the
present Advanced license, but with phone
sub-bands expanded by 50 kHz on 75 and
15 meters and by 25 kHz on 40 meters. To
upgrade from Class C to Class B, an
amateur would pass a more advanced
written examination similar in difficulty to
the present Element 4A and a 12 word per
minute Morse code examination. All
amateurs now licensed as Advanced would
become Class B.

Under the plan adopted by the Board, the
entry level to Amateur Radio would be
known as Class D and would convey the
privileges of the present Technician license.
The written examination would be at the
same level of difficulty as that of the present
Technician examination, but consistent with
the privileges of the license. All amateurs
now licensed as Technicians would become
Class D.

The final step would be known as Class A
and would convey the full privileges of the
present Amateur Extra Class, with telephony
sub-bands expanded by 50 kHz on 75 and
15 meters and by 25 kHz on 40 meters. To
upgrade from Class B to Class A, an
amateur would be required to pass the most
difficult written examination in the
sequence. Consistent with the practice in
many other countries, no additional Morse
code examination would be required beyond
12 words per minute. All amateurs presently
licensed as Amateur Extra Class would
become Class A.

The next step would be known as Class C
and would convey the privileges of the
present General license, but with phone subbands expanded by 50 kHz on 75 and 15
metres and by 25 kHz on 40 meters. Class C
would be the entry level to high frequency
(HF) operating privileges. To upgrade from
Class D to Class C, an amateur would pass a
written examination on the operational and
technical qualifications required for HF
operation and a 5 word per minute Morse
code examination. All amateurs now
licensed as General, Technician Plus, and

In their discussions, Board members
emphasised that the objective is to
rationalise and simplify the amateur
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licensing structure without reducing the
requirements for any class of license. Where
reductions in Morse code requirements are
proposed, there would be a corresponding
increase in written examination standards.
On the other hand, Board members were
adamant that simplifying the structure
should not come at the expense of privileges
already earned by amateurs. Therefore,
present Novice and Technician Plus
licensees, having earned entry-level HF
operating privileges, would be granted the
new entry-level HF licence.

and lower qualification levels, and different
privileges. Nine of the 15 Directors voted in
favour of the plan, with six opposed.
Following the meeting ARRL President Rod
Stafford, W6ROD, observed, "The debate
was at times contentious and the result was
not unanimous. Some Board members
preferred greater simplification; others were
uncomfortable with some of the changes
being proposed. However, every Board
member, without exception, left the meeting
knowing that each of his or her colleagues
did what they believe is best for the future
of Amateur Radio."

Adoption of the simplification plan marks
the culmination of 30 months of work by the
Board, during which time the input of
literally thousands of ARRL members and
other amateurs and prospective amateurs
was considered. The Board debated a wide
variety of options including both smaller
and larger numbers of license classes, higher

Members are urged to contact their ARRL
directors to comment on this proposal. Email addresses are on page 10 of any issue
of QST. Members also may comment on the
proposal via the ARRL Web site,
http://www.arrl.org or via e-mail at
restrux@arriorg.

DXCC New Entities?

-

An Update

by Steve Telenitts-Lowe, G4JVG

I said in the last CDXC Newsletter that I
thought the new DXCC rules, which came
into effect on 1 April 1998 (or, more
accurately at 2359UTC on 31 e March, as
they did not want DXers to think they were
an April Fool's joke!) would result in quite a
few new 'entities' being added to the list.
Since then, the July edition of QST has been
published, and this included an interesting
article, 'Fleshing Out the New DXCC
Rules', by Bill Kennamer, K5FUV.

"A new Entity results in the case of an
island under the following conditions:
The island is separated from its Parent by
350 kilometres or more. Measurement of
islands in a group begins with measurement
from the island containing the capital city.
Only one Entity of this type may be attached
to any Parent."
Tedd Mirgliotta was himself quoting from
ARRL Bulletin 8 (ARL008), but
unfortunately I cannot find this on the web
now: it looks like it has been replaced by
later bulletins.

The article explained the new rules in some
detail, particularly the DXCC list criteria
regarding islands and geographic separation.

The rule as quoted by Tedd led me to
interpret it as I suggested in the last CDXC
Newsletter - in short, that any island more
than 350km from the island on which the
capital city of that DXCC entity was located
(the 'Parent' island) would count as a second
DXCC entity - whether or not there were

Originally, when I read the new rules
towards the end of March, criterion 2 i),
which pertained to the Geographic
Separation of Island areas, was quoted by
Tedd Mirgliotta, KB8NW, in the Ohio /
Penn DX Bulletin as follows:
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Propagation.
The beacons illustrate in real time the daily change in propagation rather better than the RadCom
propagation charts. There are many short term changes and propagation opportunities which
don't show in the charts. One or two of the beacons stand out as being of good indicators of DX
conditions, other ones seem to be there everyday whatever.
Take ZL6B for example, whilst the long path between ZL and UK opens up on 14MHz most
mornings, with improving conditions the 21MHz short and long path has been opening up in the
UK evenings too. These are not long openings but signal strengths are sometimes very good.
ZL6B tells you when the path opens, it doesn't get the Kiwis out of bed tho'!
Another path of interest is the morning long path to the Pacific over South Africa. ZS6DN tells
you when the UK-South Africa path opens. KH6WO the long path to the Pacific. My
observations show that although these openings are broadly related to solar conditions and MUF,
short term correlation with solar and geophysical data is not that good. Hence the reason for
using the beacons.
The Heard Island DXpedition took a beacon with them to allow propagation effects to be better
understood from that remote spot. Initial reception reports served to help the team refine their
operating strategy. NCDXF tells me that other DXpeditions will be taking a beacon with them in
future, if a weather proof beacon station can be assembled.
Table 1 has the short path bearings if you are using a beam antenna to look for some of the
weaker beacons.
QRM.

QRM is a problem, especially on 14.100MHz. Although these beacon frequencies are reserved
there still are some unintentional transmissions on them, some of which appear to be spurii from
commercial stations. This isn't helped by the fact that in periods of poor propagation the
frequencies appear to be clear. Please keep your transmissions, especially digital, well clear of
the beacons.
Automated monitoring.

The NCDXF beacon system lends itself to automated monitoring, see ZL2NN below, and some
examples of professional monitoring results can be seen on the HAARP website (see Refs.).
There are some interesting aspects concerned with interpretation and handling noise.
I will be lecturing on a reception system for the NCDXF/IARU beacon system at the HF
Convention at Windsor on October 10 at 1600 to 1700. I will describe both a simple home brew
system and ones based on the FT1000MP and I hope the ICOM 706.
References
For more information, see
[1] The NCDXF/IARU International Beacon Network by John G. Troster and Robert S. Fabry,
QST, October 1994 pp 31-33 and November 1994 pp 49-51,
[2] The NCDXF/IARU International Beacon Project by John G. Troster and Robert S. Fabry,
QST, September 1997 pp 47-48,
[3] Northern California DX Foundation, P.O. Box 2368, Stanford, CA 94309-2368,
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for timing information which is fed to the controller which controls the transmission time, its
content and the power level.
In amateur terms this represents an average set up. Even though some of the beacons are located
in good sites the signal levels received around the world are directly comparable to those in
amateur operation. If you can hear a beacon there is a good chance you will be able to make
contacts with amateurs in that area and by inference the more beacons you can normally hear the
better your station and conditions are for DXing.
Beacon transmissions.
Each transmission fits Into a 10 second period. At the start of the period, after about 20mS the
beacon starts to transmit its callsign at 20 wpm at 100 watts. This takes about 3 seconds. This is
followed by four, one second dashes sent at 100 watts, 10 watts, 1 watt and 100 milliwatts.
These are accurate 10dB steps. They therefore represent a good way to judge conditions or even
calibrate your S meter. The remaining time is silent to allow a monitoring station to judge
background noise level.
The start of these transmissions is so accurately timed that you don't have to be able to receive
CW to monitor the beacons, you just need an accurate clock. The clock should be of the sort
with a large second hand and ideally should be locked to a standard time signal like MSF. A
quartz clock which you can set by to an accurate minute and second from the telephone time
signal or MSF on 5.000MHz, will work as well for casual listening.
Basic monitoring.
Apart from a receiver covering the five HF bands, you need an omni-directional antenna like a
multi-band vertical.
References occur at three minute intervals at 00:00, 03:00 and so on through to 57:00 past the
hour. Assuming you are listening on 14.1 MHz between 0500-2200 UTC in the UK you will
almost certainly be able to hear one or more of the European beacons, 4X6TU, OH2B or CS3B
which transmit at 02:00, 02:10 and 02:20 after the Reference. Depending on the time of day and
propagation conditions you will probably hear other beacons too. You can listen for specific
beacons using Table 2. Take 5Z4B in slot 12, on 21.150MHz it transmits at 02:10 after a
Reference, its audible most afternoons. The complete sequence covers more than one Reference.
Software.
There are some programmes, which tell you which beacons are transmitting at the moment and
on what frequency, available as freeware from various web sites, see Table 3 below. Computer
clocks are not very accurate or stable, so they have to be reset to MSF.
Table 3 Beacon Software.
Programme
Computer system
Beaconclock
Windows 3.X/95
BeaconWizard
Windows 3.X/95
BIBeacon
DOS

Web location
http://www.mutadv.com/kawin/
http://www.wtrt.netkku5s/
http://www.inx.de/—wumpus/bjsoft.htm

All of these programmes follow the same general format of providing a table showing which
beacons are transmitting at the time. Beaconclock and BeaconWizard calculate bearings and
distances, additionally BeaconWizard gives sunrise and sunset times at the beacon site.
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any other islands between the Parent island
and the island being considered. This would
certainly lead to there being quite a few 'new
ones' (I figured around 20).

whether it was Tedd Mirgliotta misquoting
the all-important criterion 2 i), or if the
ARRL - realising they had unwittingly
opened the flood-gates of new Entities have hurriedly rewritten rule 2 i) to say what
they almost certainly intended it to say in
the first place!

However, in Bill Kennamer's article
'Fleshing Out the New DXCC Rules', the
rule is given as follows:

Certainly the DXCC rules now posted on
the web include that all-important phrase
"and any other islands that make up the
DXCC Entity that contains the Parent", but
the question remains as to whether this has
been updated since the original press release
which announced the new rules was
released.

"i) The island is separated from its Parent,
and any other islands that make up the
DXCC Entity that contains the Parent, by
350 kilometres or more."
This has a very different meaning indeed
from the rule as originally stated!
It now means that there has to be more than
350km between the proposed new entity and
any other island which is itself less than
350km from the Parent island - in other
words, a very similar situation to that prior
to 2359UTC on 31 March.

Wherever the mistake was made, it is now
clear how the ARRL expects the rule to be
read and it now seems very unlikely that
there will be many more new Entities
appearing on the DXCC list after Temotu
and (presumably) the Marquesas and
Australs.

Because I cannot find the original ARRL
bulletin on the web and - search as I may - I
cannot find the rules printed in QST prior to
the article in the July issue, I'm now not sure

You can put the atlases away again.

HEARD ISLAND DX ASSOCIATION (HIDXA) RELEASE
9th August 1998

Having been in contact with Bhutan on
several occasions in recent weeks I am
making plans to return to A5, Bhutan in the
near future.

always issued receipts for money received in
relation to DX activities.
Please do not delay with your reply as,
depending on your response received on
Norfolk Island by the 20th September,
HIDXA may be able to continue with the
A5 Project outlined now. Basically my plan
is to return to Bhutan in late October.

Depending on availability of funds and your
response to this HIDXA Release either one
or two weeks will be spent in Bhutan. Due
to a previous commitment and my 70th
Birthday in early October the earliest time
frame for my visit is the last two weeks of
October.

1. Return to Bhutan to gather together, the
equipment including transceivers, linear
amplifier, RTTY gear, all cables,
microphones, the beam donated by
INDEXA shipped to Bhutan by HIDXA
etc.

The deadline of 20th September gives you
the DXer, the Amateur Radio Club,
Association etc. a matter of six weeks to put
pen to paper and contact HIDXA as we need
your assistance in several ways which
includes your financial support. HIDXA,
since its inception over 20 years ago, has

2. Check the serviceability and generally
assess the condition of all equipment and
take steps to familiarise MOC staff with
its operation.
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

see to it that your letter is collated and
hopefully with dozens of others placed on
the desk of the Deputy Minister, MOC.

3. From the above, finalise an assessment
on what further material/equipment is
required to assist the Kingdom of Bhutan
make its entry into the world on the
Amateur Radio Service. Legislation is
now being processed in the form of a
Telecomms Act which among other
things will permit the introduction of
amateur radio as a hobby.

It would be appreciated if letters are written
on Club or Group note-paper. Please give
your membership total and a short outline of
your activities etc. Keep your letters short
and concise.

I have been promised that a Visa will be
issued within 7 days of my application being
received in Bhutan. The bad news is that
costs in Bhutan are high and during October
are US$240.00 per day. This cost has to be
covered initially - 7 days is good but 10 or
14 days would be better giving much more
flexibility.

Slot
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

The DX Outlets carrying this HIDXA
Release will indicate whether you can
contact them so that material can be
forwarded to me as I will be travelling
extensively during the next few weeks. I
will use my travel time to also spread the
word on this release.

As DXers you have known HIDXA for over
20 years. Our location precludes many of
the things available to you 'Mainlanders' but
over the years our membership has achieved
a great deal.

10
II
12

13
14
15
16
17
18

However please do not forget the 20th
September because with a reasonable
response my work will start then otherwise
we can forget it.

PLEASE DO THE FOLLOWING NOW.
1. As an individual send your personal
donation or pledge to HIDXA in full
knowledge of the aims expressed in this
release. A receipt will be written.

Jim, VK9NS

94
159
137
115
50
219
226
252
258

5408
5862
4301
2236
1098
1576
6955
6337
4680

Call
4UIUN
VE8AT
W6WX
KH6WO
21613
VK6RBP
LAMY
UA...
BY...
4S7B
ZS6DN
5Z4B
4X6TU
OH2B
CS3B
LU4AA
OA4B
YV5B

14.100
00:00
00:10
00:20
00:30
00:40
00:50
01:00
01:10
01:20
01:30
01:40
01:50
02:00
02:10
02:20
02:30
02:40
02:50

18.110
00:10
00:20
00:30
00:40
00:50
01:00
01:10
01:20
01:30
01:40
01:50
02:00
02:10
02:20
02:30
02:40
02:50
00:00

21.150
00:20
00:30
00:40
00:50
01:00
01:10
01:20
01 :30
01:40
01:50
02:00
02:10
02:20
02:30
02:40
02:50
00:00
00:10

24.930
00:30
00:40
00:50
01:00
01:10
01:20
01:30
01:40
01:50
02:00
02:10
02:20
02:30
02:40
02:50
00:00
00:10
00:20

28.200
00:40
00:50
01:00
01:10
01:20
01:30
01:40
01:50
02:00
02:10
02:20
02:30
02:40
02:50
00:00
00:10
00:20
00:30

Operator
UNRC
RAC
NCDXF
UHRC
NZART
WIA
JARL
SRA
CRSA
RSSL
Z56DN
RSK
U Tel Aviv
U Helsinki
ARRM
RCA
RCP
RCV

Status (May 8 1998)
OK
Off air for move North
OK
No outpt 18 /24 MHz
OK
OK
OK
Does not exist
Does not exist
Off air
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
No output on 18
MHz; all dashes
at 100 watts

When 4UIUN has completed its first slot on 14.100 and moved to 18.110, VE8AT, allocated to
slot 2, transmits on 14.100 at 00.10 i.e. 10 seconds later than 4UIUN. VE8AT then follows
behind 4111UN through the other frequencies to 28.200.
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3. Write a short letter either individually or
as a club or Group of support and
encouragement to MOC. I will personally

6° 33' N 79° 31' E
25° 54' S 28° 16' E
3° 37' S
39° 50' E
32° 06' N 34° 48' E
60° 11' N 24° 50' E
32°43' N 16° 48' W
34°3T S 58° 21' W
12° 04' S 76° 57 W
10° 25' N 66° 51' W

Taking 4U1UN as an example, it transmits in slot 1 on 14.100MHz at the start of the reference
time of 00:00 and then progressively moves up through 18.110, 21.150, 24.930 until it finally
reaches 28.200MHz at 00:40. At 00:50 4U1UN ceases transmitting and returns to 14.100 ready
to start the next cycle.

Thanks are due to the membership of
HIDXA Club who continue to support the
club activities in the name of DX. We
already have the promise of assistance with
a YAESU FT100MP which would be ideal
for the MOC base station.

2. As a group or DX Club, Association etc.
make your donation or pledge to HIDXA
now.

Colombo
Pretoria
Kilifi
Tel Aviv
Espoo
Santo da Serra
Buenos Aires
Lima (temp)
Caracas

Table 2 NCDXF/IARU Beacon Transmission Schedule

In addition there is also the cost of travel to
and from Bhutan etc. I may also be carrying
additional equipment.

5. During my stay in Thimphu it would also
be my intention to determine (by
discussion at MOC ) just how many
operators would be a reasonable figure on
start up, including foreign and national
participation.

4S7B
ZS6DN
5Z4B
4X6TU
OH2B
CS3B
LU4AA
OA4B
YV5B

Each beacon transmits a signal in a timed sequence on a three minute cycle. The signal lasts 10
seconds transmitted on each of five frequencies, 14.100, 18.110, 21.150, 24.930 and
28.200MHz. Each beacon has been allocated a time and frequency schedule called a 'slot'. The
schedule is summarised in Table 2. Each beacon starts its transmitting cycle on 14.100MHz, it
then changes frequency to the next highest frequency until 28.200MHz is reached. The beacon is
then silent for 2 minutes 10 seconds before restarting at 14.100MHz. (In this article times will be
written as MM:SS for example, 2 minutes 10 seconds will be written as 02:10.) The start of a
three minute sequence will be shown as 00:00 and is the 'reference' time for Table 2.

TRAVEL

4. To assist a very well known Bhutanese
set up an amateur radio station so that
activity can commence as soon as
legislation is in place by a Bhutanese
National rather than a foreigner (if you'll
excuse the expression).The truth is that it
is unreasonable to talk in terms of a
DXpedition to Bhutan which completely
disregards participation by Bhutanese
operators on such an important occasion.

Sri Lanka
South Africa
Kenya
Israel
Finland
Madeira
Argentina
Peru
Venezuela

4

Therefore a receiver on 14.100 could hear each of the stations listed in the second column of
Table 2 in that order. HF conditions would have to be very good for this to happen. Alternatively
if you changed the receiver frequency in step with the beacon you could listen to it on
progressively higher and higher frequencies, and thus estimate the MUF for that path. The
complete sequence, all beacons, all frequencies, therefore takes 15 minutes 40 seconds to run
through.
Beacon station equipment.
Each beacon station consists of a Kenwood TS50, a purpose built controller, a Trimble
Navigation Acutime GPS receiver, a Cushcraft R5 and a power source. The GPS receiver is used
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The NCDXF/IARU HF Beacon System

Temotu Tidbits

By Bob Whelan, G3PJT.

(this item was provided by OH2BH to accompany the H4OAA write-up in the last
issue, but arrived too late for inclusion in that issue)

With solar activity increasing the NCDXF/IARU beacons let you monitor world wide DX
conditions in 'real time'.
Propagation beacons on 28MHz or on the VHF and UHF bands have been a familiar propagation
aid for many years. Normally these beacons continually transmit their callsign and sometimes
other data on a fixed frequency. But did you know about the NCDXF HF beacon system which
covers all the bands 14-28 MHz with 16 beacons specially located around the world to allow you
to monitor all HF conditions in just under 16 minutes ?
These beacons can be used to monitor HF propagation, improve your station and generally offer
interesting projects combining, receiver design, antennas, software and computer interfacing. An
interesting project for the SWL, a school or a club as well as the DX chaser or the propagation
expert

.

Background.
In 1979 the Northern California DX Foundation [3] installed eight beacon stations at various
sites around the world. This system was novel in that the eight beacons shared the same
frequency, 14.100Mhz, each transmitting in a precisely controlled time sequence such that only
one of the eight transmitted at any one time. Based on the lessons learnt from that experiment,
the network has been extended to sixteen beacons which each cover the five HF bands, 1428MHz. In the final fonn it is expected that 18 beacons will be operational.
The locations of these beacons are summarised in Figure 1. Table 1 contains the detail and for
more information see Ref [1] and [2].

Solomon Islands gained independence on
July 7, 1978. The country is a parliamentary
democracy with a single legislative
assembly. The British Crown, as leader of
the Commonwealth, is the head of state. The
nation's population is estimated at around
400,000.

strong quake--measuring 7.7 on the Richter
scale--rocked Nendo. Fortunately, due to the
nature of the traditional housing in Temotu,
damage was minimal.
Less than 20,000 of Solomon Islands'
estimated population live in the Temotu
Province. Lata, the provincial capital, has
about 1500 residents. The vast majority
(95%) of Temotu's residents are Melanesian,
with the remainder being of Polynesian
decent. Officially, some 67 indigenous
languages are listed.

The Temotu Province, formerly known as
the Eastern Outer Islands, is separated from
the remainder of Solomon Islands by the
6000 m deep Torres Trench. The province
consists of three island groups--the Santa
Cruz Islands, the Reef Islands and the Duff
Islands. The H40AA DXpedition took place
from the small village of Lata, on Nendo
Island in the Santa Cruz group.

Traditional practices such as shark calling
are still seen today. Carved ebony skulls
with pearl-inlaid eyes, known as
nguzunguzus, are an ever-present reminder
of the region's history of headhunting.
Perhaps the world's most unusual currency-red-feather money, or touau--is still used in
Temotu. Made from the feathers of the
scarlet honey-eater (native only to Temotu),
a long touau coil is equivalent to about
US$60. For each coil, approximately 600
birds are trapped, partially plucked, and then
released.

Most of the islands in the archipelago are
volcanically derived. Tinakula Island, only
42 km North of the H4OAA QTH, is the
most active volcano in the region, belching
ash and pumice almost constantly. From
time to time, a river of lava is seen to flow
from its almost perfectly conical summit.
As might be expected with such volcanic
activity, Temotu is also subject to
occasional earthquakes. In April, 1997, a

Cargo Cult,
by Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG (ex-P29DX)

Figure 1 NCDXF/IARU Beacon Network (tnx VK6RBP)
Table 1 NCDXF/IARU Beacon Locations and Bearings from the UK
Slot
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Country
United Nations
Canada
United States
Hawaii
New Zealand
Australia
Japan
Russia
China

Call
4U I UN
VE8AT
W6WX
KH6W0
ZL6B
VK6RBP
JA21GY

Location
New York
Edmonton (temp)
Ml Umunhum
Honolulu (temp)
Masterson
Rolystone
Mt. Asama
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Latitude
40° 45' N
53°35'84
37°09'N
21° 17' N
41° 03' S
32° 06' S
36° 16' N

Longitude
73'
W
113°20' W
121° 54' W
157° 48' W
175' 36' E
116' 03' E
138° 18' E

sr

Bearing
289

28
92
32

Range mls
3398
310
3889
316
5418
337
7213
11515
8997
5899

Reading the H4OAA article in the July 1998
CDXC Newsletter brought back many
happy memories of my three years in Papua
New Guinea. Indeed, I almost visited
Temotu Province myself during the
Christmas holidays in 1991, but
transportation difficulties meant that I
stayed on Guadalcanal, the main island of
the Solomons, instead. I spent a very
pleasant week by a calm lagoon enjoying
true Melanesian hospitality in a village
probably quite similar to the one the H4OAA

group stayed at. However, re-reading the
article a second time caused a distant
warning bell to ring in my head.
Cargo Cults still exist in the Pacific. The
most well known one is the Jon Frum cult
on the island of Tanna in Vanuatu, but they
occur in Papua New Guinea and the
Solomon Islands as well. What is a Cargo
Cult? I can do no better than to quote from
an excellent book, 'Journeys to the Past' ,
which is a compilation of travel tales written
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the heat and high rainfall mean that, in most
areas of Melanesia, growing crops is easy.
Few people outside the towns have salaried
jobs: they do not need to, they own their
land and their fishing boats, and because the
ground is so productive no-one goes hungry.
In Melanesia, all land is owned by someone.
To go to a beach, for example, a visitor is
expected to pay a nominal "custom fee", the
equivalent of a few pence. By paying the
nominal sum, you are indicating that you
recognise the ownership of the land. In the
old days the custom fee would have been a
shell. Today, shells and live pigs still exist
as a form of currency in parallel with paper
money and coins.

he covets. The falsity of this explanation is
also proved by the easily observable fact
that the trader does not practise what he
preaches, for he himself does no physical
work whatever; he merely sits behind a desk
shuffling papers. "So the native watches the
white man even more closely. Soon he
notices that the strangers do many senseless
things; they build tall masts with wires
attached to them; they sit listening to small
boxes that glow with light and emit curious
noises and strangled voices ... and then the
native realises that he has stumbled on the
answer to the mystery. It is these
incomprehensible actions that are the rituals
employed by the white man to persuade the
gods to send the cargo. If the native wants
the cargo, then he too must do these things.
"So he erects imitation radio aerials. . . The
followers of a cult on Ambryn [in Vanuatu G4JVG] . . . set up notices by the road
reading 'Halt' and 'Compulsory Stop'. Other
people sat talking into empty tin cans, in
imitation of radio telephones."

by no less an authority than Sir David
Attenborough:
"Before the coming of the European, the
peoples of New Guinea [and the rest of
Melanesia - G4JVG] had been living in the
Stone Age. . . Then suddenly, a strange
white people come to their valleys bringing
an abundance of astonishing new objects,
which they call, in pidgin, 'cargo' - petrol
lamps, plastic combs, radio sets, china tea
cups, steel knives - all of them made from
entirely new and wonderful materials. The
tribesmen are astounded and mystified. But
one thing is clear to them: the cargo cannot
be of human origin. The very substances of
which these objects are made do not occur
in nature. By what magic process are they
fashioned? How could you chip or weave or
carve such a thing as a shining enamelled
refrigerator? Furthermore, the white people
do not themselves make the cargo - it arrives
in big ships or aeroplanes. There is only one
conclusion that can be drawn from all this the cargo must be of supernatural origin and
be sent by the gods. "But why should it
come only to the white man? Presumably
because he practises a powerful ritual which
persuades the gods to send the cargo to them
alone. At first it seems as if the white men
are prepared to share their secret, for some
of them gladly talk about their god. They
explain that the old tribal ways are false,
that the old effigies must be destroyed.. .
But in spite of this the cargo does not come
to them. . . They notice that the religion the
missionaries preach is ignored by most of
the white men themselves and it follows
therefore that these people must be using
some other technique to influence the gods.
So the natives ask the traders, who have
these supernatural objects in abundance,
how such riches can be obtained. The
traders reply that if they want cargo, they
must work in the copra plantations, earn
money and then they can buy it from the
white man's store. But this is not a
satisfactory answer, for, hard as a native
works, he cannot earn sufficient to buy
anything except the meanest of the objects

Only time will tell. But throwing money
around, Western-fashion, even with the very
best of intentions, could destroy the
delicately-balanced system that makes the
Melanesian islands one of the last-remaining
truly untouched areas of the world.

5V7A
Eleven operators will activate 5V7A from
Togo, West Africa with seven one-kilowatt
stations and 17 antennas in November. This
will be the third consecutive 5V7A entry to
the CQ World-Wide CW Contest by the
Voodoo Contest Group. Some 15,000 CW
contacts are expected on the six non-WARC
bands during the weekend of November
28th/29th. A few days before and after the
contest the operators will be active
(including WARC bands and possibly
RTTY) with personal call-signs from Togo
and possibly also from Ghana as follows:

The above was written in 1960 (hence the
use of the word "native": the 1990s
politically-correct term is "national"), but is
still just as valid today: the Jon Frum cult
still exists and the occasional new cargo cult
still pops up from time to time. The word
for material goods is still "kago"
(pronounced "cargo") in Pidgin, which is
spoken in various dialects across the whole
of Papua New Guinea, the Solomons and
Vanuatu.
People in even very remote areas of
Melanesia - such as Temotu - these days
have real radios in order to communicate
with local and regional government
headquarters, for example to summon
medical assistance when required. They
therefore do not need to erect imitation
masts and talk into empty tin cans. But their
everyday lives have not changed so very
much since the 1950s, the period David
Attenborough was writing about.

To introduce a sum of $20,000 to such an
area, then, is asking for trouble. This is
unheard-of wealth that could seriously upset
the "balance of power". How many pigs
would $20,000 buy? And, if I went back to
the Solomon Islands and wanted to operate
from Temotu, would I have to pay a $20,000
"custom fee" in order to do so?

o

5v7a@voodudes.com, or via bureau in the
normal way, or direct to:
Tom Wylie, GM4FDM
3 King's Crescent
Elderslie
Renfrewshire
PAS 9AD
Scotland
This year the Voodoo Contest Group offers
a new and exciting Internet Web-Page
which all are invited to visit, at:
http://voodudes.com

G3SXW, Roger - 5V7A, 9G5SX
G3VMW, Steve - 5V7VM, 9G5SW
G3ZEM, Bob - 5V7ZM, 9G5ZM
G4BWP, Fred - 5V7??, 9G5??
G4FAM, Cris - 5V7FA, 9G5CH
G4ZVJ, Andy - 5V7VJ, 9G5VJ
GM3YTS, Rob - 5V7RF, 9G5RF
K5VT, Vince - 5V7VT, 9G5VT
K7GE, Jim - 5V7JL, 9G5IL
KC7V, Mike - 5V7MF, 9G5MF
KY7M, Lee - 5V7??, 905??

In addition to all the detailed facts and
figures about this major expedition along
with many photographs, maps, charts and
specimen QSL cards we are glad to
announce several useful innovations.
Thanks to the efforts of Warren, K7WX and
Steve, G3VMW along with state-of-the-art
technology many aspects of the page come
to life.
Comments and queries about 5V7A may be
sent to g3sxw@compuserve.com or to any
team member.

QSLs go to home call-sign except 5V7A
which is via GM4FDM. E-mail requests for
5V7A bureau replies are encouraged via

73 de Roger/G3SXW, 30/8/98.

These societies operate very much on a
subsistence basis: fishing is plentiful, and
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CDXC made a contribution to the successful ZKIXXP
DXpedition to the North Cooks.

Phil G3SWH takes delivery of the 9MOC QSL cards.

Phil G3SWH at his rig in Rhodes. See accompanying article.

CDXC member Barry Fletcher, ZX1FJ, from Cape Town was in the UK for
a short time recently during a round-the-world trip which also took in St
Pierre et Miquelon and Stewart Island, New Zealand. He took the
opportunity to meet some members of the CDXC 9MOC Dxpedition team:
left to right Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG; Barry Fletcher, ZS1FJ; Neville
Cheadle, G3NUG; John Linford, G3WGV; Don Field, G3XTT;
and Tony Canning, GOOPB.
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Topbands ops. (left to right), G3SED, K 1ZM and G3XTT at
Friedrichshafen.
WARC Bands Century Award (see text).

F5PFP (left, one of the forthcoming FT5ZH ops) discusses tactics with HB9AFH (right) of the 3B7RF team at
Friedrichshafen.

G3KMA seeks advice on 160m operating from DJ8WL and
one of the ZL7DK ops. At Friedrichshafen.

